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ADEN

1
Dthali. 1903 (MA 16) piece with India 1900 “On H. M. S.” 1a carmine and 2a mauve, tied by individual fine strikes
of “EXPERIMENTAL P.O. / B-84” cds. Slight faults (creasing, 1a rounded corner) but rare, with this cds only
recorded used in Dthali between 15 March and 19 April 1903.

P223003334 £225.00 

2
SG 1/12 1937 “Dhow” set of 12 to 10r, fresh and fine, o.g.

P223005868 £750.00 

ADEN - QUAITI

3
SG 1s/11s 1942 set of 11 to 5r, perforated ‘SPECIMEN’ (type D21), large part o.g. Very fine apart from some blunt
perfs (3a blunt SW corner).

P223001622 £250.00 

4
SG 11a 1942-46 5r brown and green, lower left corner block of 4, R10/2 showing variety “Extra wall”, unmounted
o.g. Attractive and rare in this ideal positional form.

P223007837 £425.00 
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ANTIGUA

5
SG 31/39 1903-07 short set of 9 to 2s6d, wmk CC, large part o.g. A couple of minor blemishes (1d bend), otherwise
fine and fresh.

P223005873 £195.00 
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6
SG 40 1903-07 5s grey-green and violet, ordinary
paper, fine used with ST JOHN’S cds, dated “JY 9 12”.

P223005864 £180.00 

7
SG 77/79 1921-29 2s purple and blue/blue, 2s6d black
and red/blue, 3s green and violet, Script wmk, each
with central 1928 cds dated “JA 10”, “AP 30”, and “SP
1”. The 2s with one short perf, still a fine and
attractive trio. Scarce.

P223005881 £195.00 

8
SG 81/90 1932 Tercentenary set of 10 to 5s, used with matching large part ST JOHN’S cds, dated “MR 7 1932”.
Some short perfs as often, still very attractive and scarce. (cat £325)

P223005883 £275.00 

9
SG 120a/34 1953-62 set of 15 to $4.80, blocks of 4, unmounted o.g. Attractive multiples.

P223002316 £375.00 
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10
SG 4b 1922 2d black and grey, opt on St Helena,
variety “Blot on scroll” (R3/10), large part o.g. Yellowish
gum as often and tiny traces of toning, still fine and
very scarce. (cat £500)

P223005005 £375.00 

11
SG 11da 1924-33 1d grey-black and bright blue-green,
the scarce shade from the 1932 second printing which
was mostly destroyed, showing variety “Broken
mainmast” (R2/1), fresh large part o.g. Extremely
scarce.

P223008220 £950.00 

12
SG 11dc 1924-33 1d grey-black and bright blue-green,
the distinctive shade from the second printing which
was mostly destroyed, lower left corner horizontal pair
with plate number “1”, the left stamp variety “Cleft
rock” (R5/1), brilliant large part o.g. Trivial adhesions
on gum but very fine appearance and extremely scarce
in this positional form. (cat £1110+)

P223008219 £900.00 

13
SG 19b 1924-33 2s grey-black and blue/blue, July 1924
printing, lower marginal block of 4 with part centre
guide, showing variety “Torn flag” on upper right
stamp (R4/6), o.g. (lower pair unmounted). Odd
shortish perfs, still a rare and exceptional positional
multiple. One of only two such blocks we have handled
in the last 25 years.

P223008218 £950.00 

14
SG 38a 1938 ½d perf 13½ positional block of four with
R2/3 long centre bar to second ‘E’ in GEORGETOWN,
unmounted o.g. Very difficult in a positional block

P223002783 £350.00 

ASCENSION
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15
SG 38bb 1944 (May) ½d black and violet perf 13
unmounted o.g. vertical pair, the lower stamp with R3/4
‘torpedo’ flaw, on this printing only; scarce

P223002784 £150.00 

16
SG 39ca 1949 1d black and yellow-orange perf 14
positional block of ten with R4/4 ‘Mountaineer’ flaw
(and R4/3 ‘balloon’ flaw), unmounted o.g.

P223002795 £225.00 

17
SG 40ba 1944 1½d back and vermilion, perf 13, positional block of six, R5/1 ‘davit’ flaw, showing the absence of the
R3/1 ‘cut mast and railings’, thereby confirming the printing, unmounted o.g. [N.B. The R3/1 ‘cut mast and
railing’ occurs only on printings from 1946 onwards.]

P223002793 £250.00 
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19
SG 40db 1949 1½d black and rose-
carmine perf 14, R3/1 cut mast and
railings, unmounted o.g.

P223002826 £140.00 20
SG 40fa 1953 1½d black and rose-carmine perf 13 positional block of
four, R5/1 ‘davit’ flaw, unmounted o.g.

P223002834 £160.00 

18
SG 40ca, cb 1949 1½d black and vermilion perf 14 corner block of twelve, unmounted o.g., showing R3/1 cut mast
and railings and 5/1 ‘davit’ flaw. A fine block

P223002797 £750.00 
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21
SG 41aa 1945-9 2d back and orange perf 13 block of
four, lower right stamp with R4/4 ‘Mountaineer’ flaw
(R4/3 ‘balloon’ flaw), unmounted o.g.

P223002794 £450.00 

22
SG 41ba 1949 2d black and red-orange perf 14, R4/4
‘Mountaineer’ flaw, unmounted o.g.; scarce

P223002796 £350.00 

23
SG 43a 1938 6d black and blue perf 13½ block of four,
the lower right stamp with R5/4 ‘boulder’ flaw,
unmounted o.g.; very scarce in a multiple

P223002781 £280.00 

24
SG 44 var 1938 1/- black and sepia perf 13½, fine o.g.
with the usual streaky gum, R6/4 re-entered right
framelines. SG 44 var, CW 10a

P223002778 £100.00 

25
SG 45b 1938-53 2/6d black and deep carmine, perf
13½, left marginal with guide marks showing R5/1
‘davit’ flaw, o.g. A minor bend at left, but fresher than
usually found, and especially rare and desirable as a
positional example

P223002777 £1,000.00 

26
SG 45cb 1946-53 2/6d black and deep carmine perf 13
with R3/1 ‘cut mast and railings’ flaw, unmounted o.g.,
rare in this condition

P223002791 £2,500.00 

27
SG 47a 1938 10/- black and bright purple, perf 13½,
unmounted o.g. with R5/4 ‘boulder’ flaw. Very scarce

P223002782 £950.00 

28
SG 47ba 1944-53 10/- black and bright purple, perf 13,
R5/4 ‘boulder’ flaw, large part o.g. Scarce

P223002785 £350.00 
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29
SG 12 1913-14 2s brown Kangaroo, wmk 2, brilliant
large part o.g. Nicely centred, and much fresher than
usually found.

P223002282 £250.00 

30
SG 123a 1931 Kingsford Smith 6d violet with Pl. 1 R5/5
‘FO’ and ‘LD’ re-entry, unmounted o.g.

P223002968 £70.00 

31
SG 125 1931-36 1d green, wmk 15, lower marginal
interpane block of 4 with sans-serif “ASH” imprint,
showing varieties “Ferns” retouched (VII/54), “RA” of
“AUSTRALIA” retouched (VII/60), and White spot on
“L” of “AUSTRALIA (VIII/55)”, fresh o.g. (lower pair
unmounted). The upper pair with slight bend, but
scarce in this positional form. ASC BW82(4)z.

P223007413 £65.00 

AUSTRALIA

32
SG 143 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge, large part o.g., fine but for a few slightly nibbled perfs; attractive (cat
£425)

P223002971 £375.00 

33
SG 147a/9a 1934 Centenary of Victoria perf 11½ set of three, part or large part o.g., fine

P223002974 £75.00 
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35
SG 168 1937 3d blue Die I,
unmounted o.g.

P223002994 £65.00 

36
SG 168a 1937 3d blue Die I ‘White
Wattles’, unmounted o.g.

P223002990 £180.00 

37
SG 168b 1937 3d blue Die Ia,
unmounted o.g.

P223002997 £180.00 

34
SG 164/178a 1937-49 set of 14 to £1, unmounted o.g. The low values all perf 13½ x 14, the high value trio on thin
paper

P223002979 £250.00 

38
SG 185b 1941 2d bright purple corner block of eight with
R2/5 RP medal flaw, o.g., hinged on the selvedge only

P223002998 £90.00 

39
SG 200b 1941 2½d on 2d scarlet o.g. block of
four, the lower right stamp with R2/5 RP medal
flaw, lightly hinged on the top pair only leaving
the variety unmounted. Scarce

P223003000 £450.00 
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40
SG 228cb 1948-56 ½d no watermark coil strip of six (varied perfs), the top stamp with ‘foggy hills’ sky retouch and
showing join between the lower pair, unmounted o.g.

P223003011 £350.00 

41
SG 230db 1948-56 1/- no watermark marginal block of nine, showing the roller flaw over ‘O’ on R5-6/6 on the top
and middle left-hand stamps, unmounted o.g.

P223003015 £100.00 



AUSTRALIA B.C.O.F.

42
SG J1/7 1947 (8 MY) registered cover to England, franked with 1946-47 set of 7 to 5s, tied by several strikes of
“AUST ARMY P.O. / 241” cds (first day usage for 6d to 5s, the ½d, 1d and 3d being re-issued at the same time), with
bold strike of violet boxed registration H/S at lower left. Backstamped with “No.8. AUST BASE P.O.” transit cds (8
MY). Slight imperfections (roughly opened on reverse) but scarce. (cat £275+)

P223002906 £225.00 

BAHAMAS

43
SG 44a 1882-98 1s blue-green, wmk CA, left marginal block of 9 with part inscription, fresh unmounted o.g. Slight
gum bend affects three stamps, still an attractive positional piece. (cat £342+)

P223000295 £250.00 
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46
SG 131a 1942 Seal of the Colony 2/- slate-purple and
indigo, unmounted o.g.

P223007759 £110.00 

47
SG 149b 1938 ½d green corner block of four with R1/5
RP ‘accent’ flaw and the equally significant R2/6 bulge
in frame behind head, o.g., hinged on the selvedge only
leaving the stamps unmounted

P223007743 £550.00 

48
SG 149ca 1942-6 ½d bluish green corner block of six
from the left pane showing R9/6 elongated ‘E’, also
R9/4 thin ‘L’ corrected, unmounted o.g.

P223007750 £250.00 

44
SG 69 1902-07 KEVII 5s dull purple and blue, very fine used with large part Nassau cds, dated “16 DEC 11”.

P223002401 £100.00 

45
SG 111s/14s 1921-29 Script watermark ‘Staircase’ set of 4 to 3s, opt or perf (5d - type D19) ‘SPECIMEN’,
unmounted or large part o.g. Difficult to assemble, as the four values were distributed individually over the eight-
year period.

P223001607 £225.00 
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49
SG 149ec 1952 ½d brown-purple corner block of six
from the left pane showing R9/6 elongated ‘E’,
unmounted o.g.

P223007751 £180.00 

50
SG 152/a 1938 2d pale slate corner block of twelve from
right pane, with sheet number, R3/6 RP short ‘T’; fresh
unmounted o.g. A wonderful block of exhibition
quality, undoubtedly among the finest multiples of this
variety, a piece for the connoisseur

P223007752 £1,250.00 

51
SG 155a 1942 1/- brownish grey and scarlet on thin
striated paper, unmounted o.g. The great majority of
this printing was utilised for the Landfall issue;
unmounted examples are decidedly rare

P223007753 £950.00 

52
SG 156 1938 5/- lilac and blue on thick paper, with
diagnostic gum (lightly brown in this case) unmounted
o.g., difficult so fresh

P223007754 £170.00 

53
SG 156a 1942 5/- reddish lilac and blue on thin striated
paper, large part o.g., left marginal. The great majority
of this printing was utilised for the Landfall issue. Very
fresh, rare in this condition

P223007757 £2,500.00 

54
SG 156b 1942-4 5/- purple and blue on ordinary paper,
unmounted o.g., showing the striking large ‘V’ variety
(R10/2, both panes)

P223007756 £90.00 

55
SG 157 1938 £1 deep grey-green and black on thick
chalky paper, large part o.g. with lightly-streaked gum,
very fresh for this

P223007758 £100.00 



56
SG 162/175a 1942 set of 14 to £1, unmounted o.g.

P223005312 £80.00 

57
SG 162/c 1942 “LANDFALL” ½d bluish green, block of 12 (6x2) being the top two rows of a right pane with full
margins, showing sheet number “0351” and the R1/5 “Accent” flaw, brilliant unmounted o.g. Very scarce and
desirable in this positional form.

P223002452 £550.00 

58
SG 168a 1942 Landfall 4d light blue and orange marginal block of four, top right stamp with R5/2 COIUMBUS
flaw, confirmatory break in ‘2’ on R6/2. Very fresh

P223007761 £1,200.00 
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61
SG 178/193 1948 Eleuthera set of sixteen, unmounted o.g.

P223007764 £80.00 

62
SG 201/216 1954-63 set of 15 to £1, unmounted o.g.

P223005303 £100.00 

63
SG 295a/309a 1967-71 set of 15 to $3 on white paper, BLOCKS OF 4, unmounted o.g. A very rare set of multiples.
2006 BPA cert. [The 1970-71 printings on white paper were released as needed, the 12c, $1, $2 and $3 only a week
or two before the issue was withdrawn.]

P223001976 £2,000.00 
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59
SG 169a 1942 Landfall 6d olive-green and light blue
marginal block of four, top right stamp with R5/2
COIUMBUS flaw, confirmatory break in ‘2’ on R6/2. Very
fresh

P223007762 £1,200.00 

60
SG 174 1942 (12 Oct) Landfall 5s reddish lilac and
blue (thin striated paper), upper right corner block
of four with sheet number “122”, centrally
cancelled by very fine Nassau cds on first day of
issue. An attractive and uncommon positional
multiple.

P223002402 £110.00 



64
SG 300a 1967-71 8c dull blue, light green and sepia on whiter ‘woodfree’ paper, unmounted o.g.

P223001651 £160.00 

BAHRAIN

65
SG 20/37 1938-41 set of sixteen to 25r, unmounted o.g., well above average for this set and very scarce in this
condition

P223008222 £1,000.00 

66
SG 38/50 1942-5 set of thirteen to 12a, unmounted o,g,, very fine

P223008229 £140.00 

67
SG 94/96b 1955-60 Castles high values sets of three, Waterlow printings, Type I and II surcharges, unmounted o.g.

P223008228 £100.00 
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69
SG 30 1920 (21 Feb) 25r on 10 on
7k blue, type 6 surcharge in black,
tied to piece by part cds, dated
“5.3.20”. Only 600 issued, and very
fine.

P223002802 £160.00 

70
SG 30a var 1920 (21 Feb) 25r on 10
on 7k blue, type 6 surcharge in
blue, vertical pair with TETE-
BECHE surcharges (inverted on
lower stamp), very fine o.g. (lower
stamp unmounted). Only 1000
issued of basic stamp and a rarity in
this form.

P223002803 £375.00 

71
SG 33var 1920 (21 Feb) 25r on 50k
green and copper-red , type 6
surcharge in black, vertical pair with
TETE-BECHE surcharges (inverted
on upper stamp), fine o.g. Only
1000 issued of basic stamp and a
rarity in this form.

P223002804 £500.00 

68
SG 94b/96ab 1960 2r on 2/6d and 10r on 10/- De La Rue printings, the 10r right marginal. The 2r Type III
surcharge, the 10r Type II, very fine unmounted o.g.

P223008235 £130.00 

BATUM

BECHUANALAND

72
SG 88 1913-24 2s6d chocolate-brown, B.W. printing, vertical pair, attractively cancelled by very fine Francistown
cds, dated “11 APR 28”. Upper stamp with a couple of short perfs, still a very scarce and desirable usage. (cat
£320+).

P223003729 £275.00 



73
SG 75, 78a, 79, 80 1927 (17 JAN) registered cover from Lobatsi to USA, franked by 1913-24 1½d, 2½d (2), 3d and
4d, tied by individual strikes of despatch cds. Lobatsi and New York (19 Feb) backstamps. Scarce stamps on cover.

P223007026 £175.00 

74
Revenue. 1942 (6 Jan) typewritten page from a Notarial Bond document, bearing 1932 KGV Revenue £1 black and
green, horizontal strip of 4, each neatly initialled and dated in M/S. Folded for display, still very fine and fresh

P223007692 £350.00 
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BERMUDA

75
SG 30 1901 ¼d on 1/- dull grey right pane of 60 unmounted o.g., missing the side and top selvedges, with Current
number 31 under R10/5. Shows R3/6 damaged ‘G’, useful piece for the specialist

P223007784 £230.00 

76
SG 55 1918-22 £1 purple and black/red, lower right corner horizontal pair with plate number “1”, fresh o.g. Folded
between, still a fine and scarce positional piece. Only 306 sheets printed.

P223007731 £600.00 
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80
SG 116db 1938-53 2s purple and deep blue/pale blue,
perf 14, ordinary paper, upper left corner pair from
the March 1943 printing, R1/1 showing major variety
“Shading omitted from top right scroll”, brilliant
unmounted o.g. Choice quality for this rare positional
pair. Only 326 sheets printed, most of which were used.

P223007760 £2,000.00 

81
SG 116de 1938-53 2s purple and deep blue/pale blue,
ordinary paper, perf 14, lower right corner example
(R5/12), showing variety “Broken lower right scroll”,
unmounted o.g. (hinged in margin). Very scarce.

P223007036 £700.00 

77
SG 77/87 1922-34 set of 12 to 1s, Script wmk, unmounted o.g. Scarce thus.

P223002975 £95.00 

78
SG 94s/97s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type W8), fresh unmounted o.g. Some nibbled
perfs, still a fine set. Very scarce unmounted (cat £225+).

P223000789 £175.00 

79
SG 116e/21c 1938-53 Keyplate set of 6, 2s to £1, perf 13 (2s, 5s) or 14, unmounted o.g. Lovely “new issue” quality.

P223008166 £275.00 



82
SG 118bd 1938-53 5s dull yellow-green and red/yellow, perf 14¼ (line), bottom marginal with plate number,
showing variety “Broken top right scroll” (R5/11), very fine o.g. (stamp unmounted). A lovely fresh positional
example, with none of the typical gum toning. Only 200 possible, from May 1941 printing, with a low survival rate
in this form and condition. KGVI Expertising cert (2010).

P223002805 £1,300.00 

83
SG 135/150 1953-62 set of 18 to £1, unmounted o.g.

P223005323 £130.00 

BIAFRA

84
SG 20a 1968 First Anniversary of Independence 5s, error Indigo (banknote) omitted, unmounted o.g. With normal
for comparison.

P223008221 £110.00 

BRITISH EAST AFRICA

85
SG 34a 1895 (9 July 1a blue-green, type 6 handstamp, “overprint double” with two clear and well-spaced
impressions, fine large part o.g. with very fresh colour. Rare, one of only two examples offered by us in the past 20
years.

P223002808 £750.00 
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86
SG 51 1862-65 1c black (wide-
spaced value), thin paper, perf
12½-13, block of four with intense
colour and full o.g. (lower pair
unmounted). Lower pair with faint
bend, still a most attractive and
scarce multiple.

P190006341 £395.00 

87
SG 57 1862-65 1c (grey-) black
(wide-spaced value), medium paper,
perf 12½-13, block of four with full
o.g. Minor separation at top, and
lower pair with bend, still a most
attractive and scarce multiple.

P190006342 £350.00 

88
SG 95 1863-76 8c pink (towards
brownish), perf 10, fresh large part
o.g. Odd shortish perfs but a really
fine example. Scarce thus.

P190002452 £275.00 

89
SG 102 1863-76 24c bluish green,
perf 10 on medium paper, 3rd
setting, type “B”, well-centred and
exceptionally fresh, large part o.g.
Typical perfs (and minor gum
bends), still a remarkably fine
example. Very scarce in unused
condition. (cat £375).

P190006533 £295.00 

90
SG 121d 1862 (Sept) Typeset 2c
black/yellow, type 12 from R4/6 of
the setting, showing variety “C for
O in POSTAGE”, initialled in red
with complete roulettes for this
corner position, lightly cancelled
“A03” at Georgetown. Far above
average for this fascinating issue,
and a rarity with this variety. Ex du
Pont, with BPA cert (2022). [N.B.
This position also shows an
incorrect ornament at top left,
which does not belong to any of the
regular border types.]

P223004606 £950.00 

91
SG 122c 1862 (Sept) Typeset 4c
black/blue, type 13 from R2/2 of the
setting, showing variety “Italic S in
CENTS” (and wrong ornament as
type 15 at top right), initialled in
white, UNUSED and remarkably
with complete roulettes. Trace of a
pressed crease at left, of little
significance, as this is one of only
two unused examples recorded, and
unpriced thus in Part I 2022
(compare SG 122b at £9000
unused). Still very fine for this issue,
and an important and desirable
rarity. Ex du Pont (Feldman
27/6/2014, part lot 60103), with BPA
cert (2022).

P223004617 £5,500.00 

92
SG 123a 1862 (Sept) Typeset 4c
black/blue, type 14, from R4/3 of
the setting, unsigned remainder
with complete roulettes for this
position and large part o.g. Minor
blemishes (trivial hinge thin and
slight crease in right margin), still
very fine appearance and much
above for this issue. Ex du Pont,
with BPA cert (2022). (cat £1300).

P223004661 £950.00 

BRITISH GUIANA
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93
SG 123ba 1862 (Sept) Typeset 4c black/blue, type 14 WITH INNER
FRAME LINES and showing variety “1” for first “I” in BRITISH,
from R2/5 of the setting, initialled in white, very fine UNUSED,
with complete roulettes. The unique unused example from this
position, and in exceptional condition for the issue. A great stamp,
ex Lars Amundsen (SGA 12/1967, lot 96) and du Pont (Feldman
27/6/2014, part lot 60103) and signed Houtzamer, with BPA cert
(2022). [N.B. Type 14 with inner frame lines should really be
regarded as a completely different type from the regular type 14.
Of the eight stamps in the setting with the type 14 border, only two
(R2/5-6) have these frame lines, whereas the six positions from row
4 all lack them, transforming the overall design.]

P223004630 £11,000.00 

Show
n at 400%
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94
SG 124a(d) 1862 (Sept) Typeset 4c black/blue, type 15
showing variety “Italic S in BRITISH”, from R3/3 of
the setting, unsigned remainder without roulettes or
gum. Sadly with small repair to SW corner, barely
apparent, still a very collectable example of this rare
variety, with (pink) BPA cert (2022). (cat £1400 as
“normal” SG 124a.) [The quantity of remainders of the
4c value is not recorded, but an estimate of between ten
and twenty sheets would probably be of the right order,
and indicate the number possible of each individual
position. On that basis, it will be seen that the present
stamp is genuinely rare, despite the repair. The
certificate states “roulettes trimmed”, but in fact it is
known that some of the remainder sheets were
imperforate, and here the margins are large.]

P223004662 £250.00 

95
SG 124d 1862 (Sept) Typeset 4c black/blue, type 15
showing variety “Italic S in BRITISH”, from R3/3 of
the setting, initialled in white, UNUSED, with complete
roulettes and part o.g. Minor adhesion and separation
faults in left and bottom margins (respectively thin spot,
and closed nick), mentioned for accuracy but of little
significance, as this is the unique unused example from
this position and still fine for the issue. Ex “Great” (RL
26/3/1970, lot 209) and du Pont, with BPA cert (2022).
[Unpriced in unused condition in Part I 2022, cat
£8500+, as the “normal” SG 124. As offered (and
illustrated) in 1970 the bottom margin nick was
described as “pulled roulette at foot”, but it seems most
likely that a tiny piece of margin, previously folded back
but actually still present, was subsequently released to
its correct position.]

P223004660 £7,000.00 

96
SG 259s/61as 1913-21 set of 11 to 96c (white back), wmk MCA, opt “SPECIMEN”, large part o.g. A couple of trivial
blemishes mentioned for accuracy, still a fine set with lovely fresh colours.

P223002371 £225.00 

97
SG 261s, 266s, 269cs vars 1913-21 4c brown and bright purple, 48c grey and purple-brown, 96c black and
vermilion/pale yellow, wmk MCA, each opt “SPECIMEN” and showing the constant variety Broken “M” (pos. 41 of
the setting), fresh part to large part o.g. Odd minor perf blemishes, still a very useful trio with only 7 of each
possible !

P223002372 £150.00 

98
SG 272s/282s 1921-27 Script watermark set of 11 to 96c, opt ‘SPECIMEN’ types D12 or 16, large part o.g. or
(mostly) unmounted.

P223001535 £275.00 
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102
SG 66b 1899 5c ultramarine, opt “REVENUE” (12mm
long), variety Malformed “S” (left pane, R7/3), fresh
o.g. Fractionally trimmed perfs at foot, still fine and
extremely scarce. (cat £700)

P223005902 £550.00 

103
SG 87a 1904-07 Wmk MCA 10c dull purple and
emerald-green, showing variety “Damaged frame and
crown” (Left pane, R1/3), fresh o.g. Very scarce.

P223002807 £180.00 

100
SG O9 Official. 1877 6c brown, type O2 opt, brilliant
o.g. Fractionally trimmed perfs at right, still exceptional
condition for this very rare stamp. Ex du Pont
(Feldman 27/6/2014, lot 60115 - realised EUR 5500 +
20%). Signed Bloch, with clear BPA cert (2022). (cat
£5500).

P223004664 £4,500.00 

101
SG O12 Official. 1877 24c green, type O2 opt, brilliant
large part o.g. Choice quality for this rarity, which was
prepared for use but only issued surcharged (as SG
157/8), with exceptional perfs and lovely fresh colour.
Ex du Pont (Feldman 27/6/2014, lot 60118). Signed
Bloch, with BPA cert (2022).

P223004665 £2,250.00 

99
SG 301s/304s 1935 Jubilee set of 4 to 24c, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type D19), fresh unmounted o.g. Scarce in this
condition

P223000796 £180.00 

BRITISH HONDURAS

104
SG 124s/137s 1922-33 type 22 set of 13 to $5 (with 25c x 2), overprinted (type D12 or D16) or perforated (1c, 3c, 4c -
type D19) ‘SPECIMEN’, fresh o.g., mostly unmounted. A highly desirable set, distributed piecemeal over the full 11-
year period.

P223001536 £350.00 



105
SG 131 1922 (c.) KGV 5c printer’s sample in blue-green and chestnut, on unwatermarked gummed wove, perf 14,
opt “SPECIMEN” (Samuel type DS1), block of 4, fine large part o.g. Attractive and very scarce.

P223003349 £450.00 

106
SG 138/42 1932 (2 May) Belize Relief Fund set of 5 to 5c + 5c, in matching upper left corner blocks of four with
plate number “1”, each lightly cancelled by “REGISTRATION / BELIZE BRITISH HONDURAS” cds, dated “14
OC 37”. Late use, nevertheless scarce and highly attractive in this form. (cat £520+).

P223002809 £450.00 

107
SG 138s/142s 1932 ‘Belize Relief Fund’ set of 5 to 5c + 5c, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type D19), fine o.g. Inevitable minor
perf blemishes, the perfin being too large for the stamps, but very fresh; the 4ct also with some slightly short perfs at
top, however all save the 5ct are unmounted.

P223001537 £120.00 

108
SG 143s/6s 1935 Jubilee set of 4 to 25c, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type B9), fresh unmounted o.g. 4c with some nibbled
perfs but very scarce unmounted

P223000801 £120.00 
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109
SG 179/190 1953-62 set of 12 to $5, unmounted o.g.

P223006033 £100.00 

BRITISH LEVANT

110
SG 15 1906 (2 July) “1 Piastre” on 2d grey-green and carmine, Beyrout provisional, tied to part registered cover to
Alexandria by first day Beyrout registered oval ds, with Alexandria arrival (4 VII 06) backstamp. Very fine. Only
480 issued.

P223007770 £700.00 

111
SG 47s/50s 1921 Turkish currency set of 4 to 180pi on 10s, overprinted “SPECIMEN” (types GB23 - 18¾pi, or
GB26), fresh large part o.g. Odd short perfs as often, still above average for this difficult set (cat £275).

P223001608 £225.00 
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B.O.I.C. - M.E.F.

112
SG M6/10 1942 set of five overprinted with square stops (Type M2, Nairobi), commercially used. Seldom offered as
a set

P223008355 £350.00 

113
SG M6a/10a 1942 set of five overprinted with round stops (Type M2a, Nairobi), commercially used. Seldom offered
as a set

P223008356 £350.00 

114
SG M11/21 1943-7 set of eleven, unmounted o.g.

P223008358 £90.00 

B.O.I.C. CYRENAICA

115
SG 136/48 1950 “Mounted Warrior” set of 13 to 500m, unmounted o.g.

P223005905 £200.00 
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B.O.I.C. ERITREA

116
SG E10 var 1948-9 BMA 2s50 on 2/6d yellow-green, unmounted o.g., showing ‘T’ guidemark in hair (doubled left
crossbar, no right crossbar). Very scarce.

P223008370 £190.00 

117
SG E13/25 1950 “B. A. ERITREA” set of 13 to 10s on 10s, unmounted o.g.

P223008205 £100.00 

B.O.I.C.TRIPOLITANIA

118
SG T14/26 1950 “B. A. TRIPOLITANIA” set of 13 to 10s on 10s, unmounted o.g.

P223008212 £140.00 

B.O.I.C. SOMALIA

119
SG S1/31 1943-50 the three sets (overprinted EAF, BMA and BA) unmounted o.g.

P223008397 £135.00 
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123
SG 46/a 1899 4d brown, lower marginal horizontal strip
of three, the centre stamp showing the pantograph
error ‘FOUR PENCF’, fresh large part o.g. R10/3, first
printing only. Only 298 possible, and a rarity in this
positional se-tenant form, with most examples surviving
only as singles. [The position confirmed by the
marginal letters wmk.]

P223002456 £750.00 

124
SG 104ms 1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d ultramarine and
grey, variety “Bird by turret” from vignette plate 7,
R1/5 and perf “SPECIMEN” (type W8), fresh large part
o.g. Odd shortish perfs barely detract. An important
Jubilee rarity, probably one of just three or four
possible, as the seven sheets receiving the perfin were
usually from two different vignette plates. BPA cert
(2022).

P223005747 £650.00 

120
SG S8s/9s 1943-6 1/- bistre-brown and 2/6d yellow-
green overprinted SPECIMEN Types GB23 and GB30
respectively, fresh unmounted o.g. and very rare thus,
this the finest set we have seen.

P223008395 £395.00 

121
SG S19 var 1948 B.M.A. 2s50 on 2/6d yellow-green,
unmounted o.g., showing ‘T’ guidemark in hair, very
scarce on this value. CW 19b

P223008398 £200.00 

BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS

122
SG 82/96 1956-63 set of 17 to £1, unmounted o.g.

P223004043 £120.00 

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS



125
SG 149/161 1956-62 set of 13 to $4.80, unmounted o.g.

P223005238 £110.00 

BRUNEI

126
SG 11/22 1906 set of 12 to $1 on 8c, opts/surch on Labuan, part to large part o.g. (some values with gum
disturbance from backing as usual). Odd short or toned perfs as often and odd imperfections (25c on 16c thinned,
50c on 16c crease), still a good set of largely fine appearance. (cat £600)

P223003328 £195.00 

127
SG 19a 1906 25c on 16c green and brown, type 4 surcharge on Labuan, variety “Line through B” (R5/10), brilliant
large part o.g. Only 20 possible, and much the finest of the few examples we have recorded. Rare.

P223002810 £1,700.00 

128
SG 23/33 1907-10 1c to $1, wmk MCA, 14 values inclg 1c and 2c with variety wmk reversed and 4c grey-black and
reddish purple, large part o.g. Odd imperfections (gum toning, shortish perfs) still an attractive set with fresh
colours. (cat £322)

P223003325 £195.00 
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129
SG 23/33 1907-10 1c to $1, wmk MCA, 12 values inclg 4c grey-black and reddish purple, used. Odd minor wrinkles
and shortish perfs, and $1 with a few gum soaked perfs, still much above average for this very scarce set. (cat £415)

P223003326 £275.00 

130
SG 23xs/33s 1907-10 set of 11 to $1, opt “SPECIMEN”, the 1c value with wmk reversed as usual, part to large part
o.g. Slight gum blemishes (wrinkles, off-setting) but very fine appearance with lovely fresh colours. (cat £325)

P223003323 £225.00 

131
SG 60s/78s 1924-27 set of 18 to $1, Script wmk, opt (type D16 - 1c to 12c original colours) or perf (type D19)
“SPECIMEN”, exclg 10c as listed, fresh large part o.g. to o.g. 5c orange with one short perf, still far above average
for this difficult set, distributed in several parts between 1924 and 1933. (cat £600)

P223003308 £550.00 

132
SG 73s 1924-37 10c purple/yellow, Script wmk, perf “SPECIMEN” (type D19), fine large part o.g. Very scarce, with
a low survival rate as a result of separate later distribution in 1937.

P223003321 £170.00 
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133
SG 79/92 1947-51 set to $10, 21 values inclg all Part I listed shades and perfs (less 30c perf 14½x13½), used. Odd
shortish perfs otherwise fine to very fine. Very difficult to assemble thus. (cat £234)

P223003220 £180.00 

134
SG 79s/92s 1947-51 New colours set of 14 to $10, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type D21), large part o.g. Odd minor
blemishes (6c couple short perfs, $5 creased corner perf) still a very attractive set with lovely fresh colours. Scarce
complete, as the $5 and $10 were distributed separately, a year after the set to $1. (cat £350)

P223003191 £295.00 

135
SG 82a 1947-51 5c orange, perf 14, showing the “5c” retouch (R1/8), fine used. Scarce.

P223003221 £100.00 

BURMA

136
SG 1/18aw 1937 set of eighteen to 25r, large part o.g. with white gum and fresh colours, difficult in this condition

P223003059 £1,500.00 
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138
SG 25a 1938-40 2a6p claret, lower marginal block of 4,
the upper right stamp variety “Birds over trees”
(R15/3), unmounted o.g. The lower pair with typical
natural gum bends, still fine and scarce in this se-tenant
form.

P223005003 £300.00 

139
SG 37 var 1945 Military Administration 6p block of
four, upper right stamp with a large circular ‘confetti’
flaw affecting the right Chinthe, large part o.g. Unusual
and quite spectacular

P223003088 £95.00 

137
SG 18b/33 1938-40 set of fourteen to 10r, unmounted o.g.

P223003060 £250.00 

140
SG 42a 1945 Military Administration 2a6p claret corner block of six, R15/3 ‘birds over trees’, unmounted o.g.
Natural gum bends, barely affecting variety stamp

P223003086 £70.00 



Show
n at 75%

141
SG 57aa 1946 2a6p greenish blue with R15/3 ‘birds over trees’, unmounted o.g.

P223003089 £95.00 

142
SG 68a/79 1947 ‘Interim Government’ varieties o.g. collection beautifully written-up on two album pages with 3p,
6p and 2a pairs, one in each with Type 18a transposed character; 2a6p pair with R15/3 birds over trees; double
overprints on 3p, 6p, 9p, 1½a, 3a and 3a6p, and inverted overprints on 3p, 6p, 9p, 1a, 2a, 2a6p, 3a6p and 1r.
Mostly unmounted, a fine group

P223003095 £500.00 
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145
SG 284 1928-29 “Bluenose” 50c blue, large part o.g. A
fine example of this beautiful stamp.

P223007786 £150.00 

146
SG 285 1928-29 “Parliament Buildings” $1 olive-green,
fresh and fine, large part o.g.

P223007787 £160.00 

BUSHIRE

143
SG 15 1915 (11 Sept) “Coronation” 1ch deep blue and carmine, type 1 opt, from Dadkhah setting V, pos 4, very fine
o.g. Only 186 issued. RPS cert (1981).

P223001556 £1,400.00 

CANADA

144
SG 188/95 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set of 8 to 20c in blocks of 4, brilliant large part o.g. Centring far above
average for this issue, with lovely fresh colours. Odd trivial blemishes as to be expected (one ½c, 1c, 10c with short
perfs, one 20c with infinitesimal thin speck) and some folded perfs causing minimal separation, but really choice
quality, and easily the finest of the very few sets of unused blocks we have handled over the last 35 years. (Unitrade
cat C$6340 + for “VF”, which these blocks mostly are).

P223007771 £2,250.00 

147
SG 357/67 1937-38 set of 11 to $1, unmounted o.g.

P223005912 £180.00 



148
SG O169 Official. 1949 50c green, type O3 “O.H.M.S.” opt, lower right corner imprint plate “No. 1” block of 4,
unmounted o.g. A couple of minor bends, still fine and very scarce.

P223007790 £750.00 

149
SG O171 Official. 1949 Air 7c blue, type O3 “O.H.M.S.” opt, upper left corner imprint plate “No. 2” block of 4, o.g.
(stamps unmounted).

P223007792 £75.00 

150
SG O178/90 Official. 1950-52 set of 13 to $1, type O4 (1c to 5c) or O5 “G” opt, unmounted o.g.

P223005968 £200.00 
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CAPE OF GOOD
HOPE

151
SG 50w 1884-90 2d pale bistre, wmk Cabled Anchor,
variety WMK INVERTED, used with large part BONC.
One slightly shortish perf otherwise fine. Scarce. (cat
£250)

P223005972 £175.00 

C.G.H. - MAFEKING

152
SG 17 1900 1d pale blue/blue “Cadet Sergeant Major
Goodyear”, from bottom row of sheet, fine used with
almost complete “MY 11” cds.

P223005983 £375.00 

153
SG 18 1900 1d deep blue/blue “Cadet Sergeant Major
Goodyear”, used with large part “MY 11” cds. A fine
example with large part o.g. (!)

P223005986 £375.00 

CAYMAN ISLANDS

154
SG 19 1907 (Nov) “1D” on 5s salmon and green, fresh
large part o.g. Only 2160 issued.

P223005989 £275.00 

CEYLON

155
SG 27 1861-64 2s dull blue, wmk star, clean-cut perf
14½-15½, large part o.g. Shows marginal wmk line at
foot. A remarkably fine and most attractive example of
this very rare stamp, with just three sheets delivered 17
Nov 1860, and three more (probably with perfs in the
intermediate state) on 1 Feb 1861, representing a total
issue of 1440 stamps. Only twelve unused examples
known to Kimmel, with most undoubtedly without gum
(like the one other we have handled in the past 20
years). (cat £4750).

P223006002 £3,750.00 

156
SG 43 1862 1s slate-purple, no wmk, perf 13, well-
centred with fresh colour and exceptional perfs,
unused. Rare in unused condition, and far above
average. (cat £1800)

P223006004 £650.00 

157
SG 60 1866-68 3d rose, perf 12½, brilliant large part
o.g. Trivial gum wrinkles, still very fine, in a lovely deep
shade almost certainly from the third delivery of 28 Feb
1867. Very scarce in this choice quality.

P223006006 £250.00 
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158
SG 271 1903 (30 Jan 15c, group of 23 different colour trials for the 1903-05 set, imperforate on wmk CA paper,
unused/small part o.g. to large part o.g. Comprises three with keyplate in orange-brown (duties respectively in
carmine, green and blue), five with keyplate in brown (duties in green, orange, carmine, brown and blue), four with
keyplate in purple-brown (duties in green, brown, blue and carmine), two with keyplate in dull violet (duties in
orange and brown), three with keyplate in blue-green (duties in carmine, slate-violet and brown), three with
keyplate in grey-brown (duties in carmine, purple and blue), and further examples in dull blue & orange (adopted
for 75c), blue (the issued colour), and greyish slate (adopted for 1r50). Odd minor imperfections do not detract
from very fine appearance. An exceptional and wonderful opportunity to acquire such a comprehensive range of
these attractive proofs. [For “Appendix B”, submitted as alternative colours for the 30c and 75c values on 30 Jan, see
“The De La Rue Collection” p. 2538.] Ex William Frazer (lot 212)

P223001782 £4,750.00 

159
SG 353b 1921-32 50c black and scarlet, reversion to Die I, Script wmk, upper left corner horizontal pair with plate
number “23” (from June 1932 printing), fresh unmounted o.g. Attractive and very scarce in this proving positional
form.

P223006337 £225.00 

160
SG 357 1921-32 20r black and red/blue, die II, Script wmk, brilliant large part o.g. “Champion” h/s on reverse.

P223006087 £325.00 

161
SG 359h 1921-32 100r grey-black, Script wmk, intense shade from later printing, very fine o.g. BPA cert (2000) as
former SG 359, prior to current listing. A handsome and desirable stamp.

P223007794 £3,250.00 



162
SG 380/h 1935 Silver Jubilee 9c green and indigo, vertical strip of four from foot of sheet with part guide cross,
showing variety “Dot by flagstaff ” (Vignette plate “4”, R8/3) on second stamp, unmounted o.g. Minor separation
between third and fourth units, nevertheless very scarce in such a positional multiple, with only single examples
normally found.

P223002403 £175.00 

163
SG ZT1/6, 8/15 Telegraphs. 1869-78 India 2a to 2r8a (Die I, x2), and 5r to 50r, fifteen values, used upper halves,
each with clear part strike of COLOMBO ds except 1r Die I used at Galle. Odd faults (the 1r Die I creased, 14r4a
and 28r8a with unobtrusive internal defects), nevertheless a very good range, lacking only the 2r8a Die II, and with
three different Colombo types represented (Type I on 2r8a, 14r4a, 28r8a, Type III on 1r, 2r8a, 10r Die I, others
Type II). Generally well above average, and a difficult series to assemble. (cat £370).

P223007657 £275.00 
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165
SG T4 Telegraphs. 1881 (18 Apr) piece of telegraph form with 1r grey,
type T1 opt on India, horizontal strip of three, tied by “Pearl Fishery
18th April 1881” in RED MANUSCRIPT, at the temporary office at
Silavaturai. An exceptional example of this distinctive and evocative
usage, particularly rare and desirable with complete cancel, and very
fine. Recorded between 30th March and 3rd May 1881 only.

P223007721 £395.00 

166
SG ZT4 Telegraphs. 1869 (-78) India 1r grey Die I, horizontal pair with
very fine Type I “COLOMBO 4 8” cancel. The year sadly not present,
but likely to have been 1869, making this an exceptionally early usage in
Ceylon. A rare multiple of this stamp, which had a very short period of
use before replacement by the 1r Die II.

P223007695 £175.00 

167
SG T5 Telegraphs. 1880 (1 July)
2r8a orange, type T1 opt on India,
upper half used with part “(Pearl
Fis)hery 25th (April 1881)” in RED
MANUSCRIPT, at the temporary
office at Silavaturai. The first
example seen by us on this value,
with only the 4a, 8a, and 1r values
previously recorded (between 30th
March and 3rd May 1881 only).
Small imperfections, still most
desirable.

P223007722 £150.00 

168
SG T60 Telegraphs. 1882-94 50c on
2r50c grey, type T55 surcharge
(16/2/82 ptg), used upper half with
neat part datestamp. Minor marks
and bends, still far above average for
this key stamp (the only 50c
surcharge). Only 400 issued. (cat
£225).

P223007655 £160.00 

164
SG ZT2/3, 5, 9, 15 Telegraphs. 1873 and 1877 pair of dated pieces with 1869-78 India values, the first with 8a, 1r
(Die II) and 10r Die I tied together by complete Type I “COLOMBO 10 2 73” cancel, the second with 4a, 8a, 1r
(Die II), 10r (Die I) and 50r rose, tied by full strikes of Type III “ COLOMBO 15-3-77” cancel. The second 8a with a
small perf fault, nevertheless a colourful and desirable pair, such full dated strikes always scarce, especially of the
Type III cancel (in use 1876-77 only).

P223007659 £125.00 



169
SG T134a Telegraphs. 1892-1903 local issue 20c green with date “9-1-93”, HORIZONTAL PAIR with control
numbers 24413-414, very fine unmounted o.g. A rare multiple, in exceptional condition.

P223007653 £275.00 

170
SG 128 1877 (OC 10) outer wrapper from Colombo to London, endorsed “Via Brindisi” and franked at double rate
by 1872-80 32c slate horizontal pair, tied by two strikes of code “B” duplex and blue cachet, with fine red arrival cds
(5 NO 77) at lower left. Light filing folds and minor ink transfer barely detract from fine fresh appearance. A very
scarce double rate usage, and far above average. [The 32c rate was in force 1/4/77 to 31/3/79, but was little used in
comparison with the cheaper Southampton route. The 32c stamps were likely placed on sale in early July 1877.]

P223002312 £350.00 
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171
SG 128 1878 (JU 4) printed “National Bank of Scotland” cover from Colombo to Girvan, endorsed “Via Brindisi”
and franked by 1872-80 32c slate, tied by code “C” duplex. Galle (JU 5) and Girvan (JY 1) backstamps with
“ORIENTAL BANK CORPORATION” forwarding cachet alongside. A very neat and scarce single franking, and far
above average. [The 32c rate was in force 1/4/77 to 31/3/79, but was little used in comparison with the cheaper
Southampton route.]

P223002310 £225.00 

172
SG 233e 1891 (JA 27) “FIFTEEN CENTS” on 12c pink registered P/S envelope, size “F”, used to Germany with
superb “POST OFFICE / SLAVE ISLAND” red wax seal, uprated with 1890 5c on 15c olive-green, horizontal pair,
error REVENUE OMITTED, cancelled by two strikes of “95” numeral of Slave Island with despatch cds below. The
face additionally with red “SLAVE ISLAND / REGISTERED” oval and “R” registration markings, the former partly
overlapped by Napoli registration h/s. Backstamped at Colombo (JA 28), Padova (14 Feb) and Aue (16 Feb). The
pair lifted and incorrectly replaced (not mentioned by clear 2021 RPS cert) with a further 5c (to make up the 15c
postage rate) no longer present, nevertheless an exceptional cover of great visual appeal. Ex Lord Spens. [N.B. This
is believed to be the only recorded pair of the error on cover.]

P223002614 £850.00 
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SG 150a, 245, 246 1898 (SP 13) cover addressed to “Dr L.O. Howard, U.S. Depart. of Agriculture, Division of
Entymology, Washington, U.S. America”, correctly franked at 15c by 1883-98 8c yellow, 1893-99 3c terracotta &
blue-green, and 4c carmine-rose, all tied by two strikes of PUNDALU OYA cds, with further strike at left.
Backstamped at New York and Washington (OCT 14). Very neat and highly attractive, the 4c and 8c very scarce on
cover. [The addressee, Dr Leland Ossian Howard, was a pioneer American entomologist, whose early work with
mosquitoes led to effective control measures once the mosquito was identified as a transmitter of malaria and yellow
fever.]

P223007433 £225.00 

174
1954 20r to 1000r set of five, wmk Script, each cancelled with dumb ‘CEYLON’ hs. Some colour runs and minor
blemishes, though still a fine and way above average set of these elusive and delicate final keyplates of Ceylon,
printed in highly fugitive ink, and usually found badly washed as a result.

P223007880 £450.00 

175
Revenue: 1958 original set of 5 to 1000R red, all used with ‘CEYLON’ circular H/S & manuscript signatures. A
particularly fine set utilising a variation of the classic ‘keyplate’ design, printed in highly fugitive ink & usually
found badly washed.

P223007988 £100.00 
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176
Foreign Bill: 1862 Perkins Bacon 1st Issue, 1d, PLATE PROOF in black, block of 4 from Schedule A wording, Plate
1. trivial adhesions on reverse and pre-printing paper fold, still a rare and desirable proof from this extraordinary
issue which used composite plates containing multiple different face values.

P223008000 £450.00 

177
Foreign Bill: 1862 Perkins Bacon First issue, unissued Schedule B wording with Block ‘FOREIGN BILL’, 2d to 6s8d
short set of 9, (missing only the 2s), fresh large part o.g. with large margins on all sides. 5s badly defective at foot,
otherwise a wonderful and extremely rare assembly of these extraordinary unissued stamps, engraved onto
composite plates (without country name!) and of which the vast majority of which were destroyed in the colony after
decimalisation in 1872.

P223008054 £2,250.00 
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179
Foreign Bill: Perkins Bacon 1st
Issue 1862 15s purple-brown, 3
margin example cancelled with
‘Oriental bank Colombo’ chop in
red. Closed tear at top, though still
a rare value used, being one of just
106 sold before withdrawal, with a
low survival rate.

P223007886 £180.00 

180
Foreign Bill: Perkins Bacon 1st
Issue 1862 £1 purple-brown,
cancelled ‘O.B.C.’ (Oriental bank
Colombo) in ms. 2 pinholes, though
still a very fine example of this rare
high value, of which just 211 were
sold, with a low survival rate.

P223007891 £200.00 

181
Foreign Bill: 1862 Perkins Bacon
First issue, unissued Schedule B
wording with Block ‘FOREIGN
BILL’, 2s8d and 2s purple-brown in
horizontal se-tenant pair from Plate
4 (pos. 2/10-11) large part o.g.
Toning at right and gum slightly
tropicalised, still a rare and highly
desirable multiple illustrating the
composite plate layout with multiple
values appearing on the irregular
sheet of 45!

P223008051 £325.00 

178
Foreign Bill: 1862 1d to 4s and 10s purple-brown, short set of nine with mostly good to large margins, each fine
used with various commercial cancels. Usual blemishes and 4s cut into at foot, still a desirable group of of this
extraordinary Perkins Bacon issue (engraved without country name!) which used engraved composite plates with
multiple face values appearing on each sheet.

P223008046 £325.00 
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Foreign Bill: 1862 Perkins Bacon First issue, unissued
Schedule B wording with Block ‘FOREIGN BILL’, 10s
purple-brown with 4 good margins, fresh large part o.g.
A rare stamp of which only 1000 were printed, the vast
majority of which were destroyed.

P223008052 £425.00 

183
Foreign Bill: 1862 Perkins Bacon First issue, unissued
Schedule B wording with Block ‘FOREIGN BILL’,
13s4d purple-brown with 3 good margins (close at
right), fresh large part o.g. A rare stamp of which only
1000 were printed, the vast majority of which were
destroyed.

P223008053 £400.00 

184
Foreign Bill: 1862 1s8d and 3s4d embossed on white paper, each fine used, showing pink dividing lines, cancelled in
black manuscript. Usual blemishes and 3s4d with vertical crease, still a seldom seen pair in any condition, and a
complete used ‘set’ as none of the 12 other values in the set were issued.

P223007504 £195.00 

185
Foreign Bill: 1874 wmk Crown CA (narrow), 5c green and mauve, intact triplicate strip of three comprising First,
Second and Third of exchange, large part o.g. with engine turned ‘blank’ at right from the centre of the sheet,
required as each row of 10 units could only produce 3 sets of triplicate units. Some perf separation between 2nd and
3rd of exchange, ‘blank’ margin reattached and 3rd with thin from from careless mounting, still a rare intact unit,
and an item of record, being the precise strip illustrated on Page 21 (Ill. 3) of Crofton & Jones (identifiable by ‘54’
pencil notation in margin and upper perfs.)

P223008047 £160.00 



186
Foreign Bill: 1886 20c on 30c to 1r on 1r50 set of five in triplicate singles (First, Second and Third of Exchange),
the complete set of local surcharges ordered 5th June 1889. A difficult set to assemble, with just 1200 of each
exchange printed. Minor blemishes as always with these large format stamps, though the group selected for
condition and in practice as fine as exists, with no unused examples recorded.

P223008031 £295.00 

187
Foreign Bill: 1886 20c on 1r20c to 1r on 2r25 set of five in triplicate singles (First, Second and Third of Exchange),
the complete set of local surcharges ordered 18th June 1890. Minor blemishes as always with these large format
stamps, though the group selected for condition and in practice as fine as exists, with no unused examples
recorded.

P223008032 £160.00 
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188
Foreign Bill: 1890 ‘40/ FORTY CENTS’ on 1r 20 violet and Mauve, Second of Exchange, the locally surcharged
ERROR OF COLOUR, cancelled with company chop in violet, and dated 25/3/91 in manuscript. The rarest stamp
of the entire issue, emanating from a small batch of 1r20 value supplied to the colony with the value printed in
mauve rather than the intended green, of which Crofton and Jones state only ‘a small portion’ of which were then
surcharged, describing it as ‘of considerable rarity’. Rounded corner at upper right, still very fine and far above
average for this fascinating and elusive stamp, missing from the vast majority of collections of the issue.

P223007885 £250.00 

189
Foreign Bill: 1891 20c on 3r to 1r on 3r, set of five in triplicate singles (First, Second and Third of Exchange), the
complete set of local surcharges ordered in five installments between 23rd December 1891 and 10th Jan 1892.
Minor blemishes as always with these large format stamps, though the group selected for condition and in practice
as fine as exists, with no unused examples recorded.

P223008034 £100.00 
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Foreign Bill: 1893 20c on 2r25 to 2rr on 2r25r, set of five in triplicate singles (First, Second and Third of Exchange),
the complete set of local surcharges ordered 12th May, the 2r very scarce, being the second rarest of all the local
surcharges with just 720 triplets overprinted. Minor blemishes as always with these large format stamps, though the
group selected for condition and in practice as fine as exists, with no unused examples recorded.

P223008036 £225.00 

191
Foreign Bill: 1896 ‘60 cents’ on 1r50 deep green, triplicate singles (First, Second and Third of Exchange), very fine
used, the final trio of local printings ordered before a clampdown on local surcharges which had become common
practice in the Colombo Stamp Office for over a decade. The rarest of all the local surcharges with just 600 triplets
overprinted. Minor blemishes as always with these large format stamps, though this trio selected for condition and
in practice as fine as exists, with no unused examples recorded.

P223008037 £180.00 
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Foreign Bill: 1885-95 Local Surcharges COMPLETE SET OF 32 in Triplicate singles (First /Second/ Third of
exchange) for a total of 96 stamps, fine used. A few blemishes as almost always with these large format stamps, (and
1896 2r 1st without perfs at right edge), still a wonderful group, the vast majority very fine. A challenging set of
local issues which can take many years of sorting to assemble, this the first complete set we have ever been able to
offer.

P223008039 £1,000.00 
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Foreign Bill: 1905 5c to 5r Complete set of eleven in Triplicate singles (First /Second/ Third of exchange) for a total
of 33 stamps, very fine used. Extremely difficult to assemble, having been issued in a period where the Third of
Exchange was seldom required, with the 5r top value introduced just one year prior to withdrawal for use for bills
paying over 50,000 rupees! Only the second complete set of this issue we have offered in the last twenty years.

P223008043 £450.00 

194
Judicial: 1889-94 ‘Fifteen cents’ on 20c to ‘One Rupee’ on 2r complete set of 4 Local provisional surcharges on
London printings, the 1894 ‘15 cents’ a horizontal pair showing the hitherto unrecorded variety ‘INVERTED S IN
CENTS’ in pair with normal, very few of which will survive thus.

P223007985 £125.00 
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195
Judicial: 1890 ‘10/ TEN RUPEES’ on 500r bistre, local provisional, neatly cancelled with punch, ms initials and
‘7.9.91’ date leaving surcharge and ‘JUDICIAL’ overprint clearly visible. A rare stamp of which just 600 were
surcharged, with a very low survival rate.

P223007894 £250.00 

196
Judicial: 1896-98 Stamp Duty wmk CA (wide) 20r, 50r and 100r lilac, locally overprinted ‘JUDICIAL’ type J4 in
carmine (20r) or vermilion (50r, 100r). each fine used, cancelled with ms dates and punch hole. 50r with surface
abrasion at foot, still a very fine group of these scarce local provisionals.

P223008094 £425.00 

197
Judicial: 1889 500r Lilac, opt ‘JUDICIAL’ Type J4 in red, very fine used, cancelled by punch (as almost always) and
neat ms initials and dated ‘10.10.06’. A few shortish perfs, still a very fine example of this great rarity, which along
with the 1000r from the same set were the only two issued revenue stamps of Ceylon which had not been seen by
Crofton and Jones, who stated ‘The two highest values are not known in collections’. A wonderful opportunity to
acquire one of the rarest revenues of the entire British Commonwealth.

P223008096 £600.00 

198
Stamp Duty: 1872 5c to 5r lilac,9 values, wmk CC, imperforate proofs with mostly large margins, the 2R
handstamped ‘CANCELLED’ in lilac, fresh large part o.g. 50c with gum creasing, still a rare and highly attractive
group.

P223007969 £600.00 
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Stamp Duty: 1876 500r bistre and 1000r rose, Wmk CA, handstamped with local ‘SPECIMEN’ (Samuel type CE3)
in red. Both with perf defects and small thins from careless mounting, still a remarkably rare pair of these
spectacular high values we have never previously handled. Due to De La Rue’s minimum order, 250 and 236 sheets
were delivered of each value, with a total face value of £4.5 million, a quantity sufficient for 750 years(!) of
consumption. As a result, 244½ and 232 sheets respectively were surcharged as lower values, leaving just 5½ and 4
sheets left of each available for use.

P223007908 £650.00 

200
Stamp Duty: 1876 500r bistre and 1000r rose, Wmk CA, both used, cancelled by punch and 5/4/78 and 22/11/76 ms
dates respectively, the 500r with pulled perfs at top, the 100r with small thin at top edge. An extremely rare pair of
these high values with a fascinating story. Due to De La Rue’s minimum order, 250 and 236 sheets were delivered of
each value, with a total face value of £4.5 million, a quantity sufficient for 750 years(!) of consumption. As a result,
244½ and 232 sheets respectively were surcharged as lower values, leaving just 5½ and 4 sheets left of each value, a
supply which lasted their full 16 years of validity.

P223007906 £600.00 

201
Stamp Duty: 1882 500r lilac, Wmk CA, punched and neatly cancelled by ‘S.J.S & Co’ hs in violet dated ‘19 DEC
1899’ and ms date in pink 3 days later. An elusive high value which is usually found damaged and badly faded.

P223007905 £275.00 

202
Stamp Duty: 1885-95 Local provisional surcharges, short set of 26 to 1r, each fine used, missing only the elusive 25c
and 50c on 1r lilac, otherwise complete, a remarkably difficult set to assemble including both watermarks of the 25
cents on 20r green and 25c on 50r pale brown, the difficult 25c on 1c lake-brown, and the scarce 1889 ‘25’ on 50c
lilac. A

P223008045 £350.00 
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203
Stamp Duty: 1892 “50 cents” on 1r lilac, two examples,
one of each type in the composite setting (the type in
‘fancy’ letters described by Crofton & Jones as
‘considerably rarer’.) Each fine used and cancelled with
closed punch, manuscript date, initials and ‘C.F.D.’ hs
in violet. An elusive local surcharge which seems to
have had a very low survival rate, the two types seldom
offered as a pair.

P223007884 £175.00 

204
Stamp Duty: 1892 ‘TEN’ rupees on 500r bistre, local
provisional, neatly cancelled with punch, ms initials and
‘9.11.92’ date. A very rare stamp of which just 3 sheets
of 60 were surcharged, a small fraction of which are
known to have survived.

P223007895 £350.00 

205
Stamp Duty: 1892 ‘TEN’ rupees on 1000r rose, local
provisional, neatly cancelled ms signatures and ‘2.9.92’
date. Diagonal crease, still far above average for this
difficult high value surcharge, must of which were
cancelled with a large punch hole.

P223007896 £125.00 

206
Stamp Duty: 1892 ‘Ten Rupees’ rupees on 100r lilac,
local provisional, cancelled ms initials and dated
‘16/12/92’ and ‘21.12.92’ in black and red respectively.
Unobtrusive filing creases, still far above average for
this rare local issue (usually found with punch hole)
and of which only 240 were issued, a small fraction of
which are known to have survived.

P223007903 £300.00 

207
Stamp Duty: 1893 50r on 100r lilac, cancelled with
manuscript ‘MILLER & CO/ 15 APR 93’ oval ds in lilac
and circular punch. An extraordinary local provisional,
which in a unique occurrence was produced by
surcharging local presentation sets, the red ‘FIFTY
RUPEES’ hand stamp applied directly on top of the
distinctive local ‘SPECIMEN’ hand stamp, the
conversion completed by deletion of the old 100r face
value at foot with a black pen-stroke. Crofton and
Jones’ 1912 book ‘The Fiscal and Telegraph Stamps of
Ceylon’,states ‘something less than a full sheet was
made’ and ‘so far only a single copy is known of this
stamp’, although 2 more have emerged in the 110 years
since! A highly unusual and important stamp which
ranks amongst the rarest revenues of the British
Empire.

P223007617 £650.00 



COOK ISLANDS

208
SG 17, 18a, 19, 20a 27, 31, 39, 40, 43 1893-1919 basic “set” of 9 to 1s as marginal (½d, 5d, 10d) or corner marginal
blocks of 4 (1s with sheet number), comprising 1893-1900 perf 11 5d olive-black, 6d bright purple, 10d green and
1s deep carmine, 1902 no wmk 2½d dull blue, 1902 wmk 43 2d deep brown (wmk inverted), 1913-19 ½d deep
green, 1d red (perf 14), and 1½d deep mauve (perf 14x15), each c.t.o. (full o.g.) with matching “COOK ISLANDS /
RAROTONGA” cds, dated “19 OC 16”. Traces of toning and odd imperfections, still very attractive and most
unusual. (cat £868+)

P223007484 £495.00 

209
SG 364a 1971 10c on 15c “Frangipani”, error SURCHARGE DOUBLE, lower right corner block of 4, unmounted
o.g. Very scarce.

P223002909 £450.00 
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COOK IS - AITUTAKI

210
SG 3a 1903-11 2½d deep blue, surcharge types 1 + 4, perf 14, upper marginal block of 4, the right pair variety
“Ava” without stop (R1/4, 2/4), very fine o.g. (three stamps unmounted). From the second of the four recorded
states of the surcharge, with only 128 sheets printed in total.

P223007482 £325.00 

211
SG 5, 19 1921 (13 SP) registered O.H.M.S. cover (embossed New Zealand arms on flap) to South Africa, franked at
5d by 1903-11 3d yellow-brown and 1917-20 ½d green block of 4, tied or cancelled by very fine strikes of
“AITUTAKI / N.Z.” cds with registration label at upper left. Backstamped at Rarotonga (9 Oct), Melbourne (22 NO)
and Langlaagte (15 DEC). Light central fold, still fine and scarce.

P223007854 £225.00 

COOK IS - PENRHYN

212
SG 24ab 1917-20 2½d blue, perf 14x14½, horizontal strip of 3, showing variety No stop after “ISLAND” (R10/8) on
center stamp, fine large part o.g. Only 331 possible.

P223007483 £190.00 
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CYPRUS

213
SG 2 1880 1d red, a remarkable group of five vertical marginal strips of 10, each with complete side inscription and
central rosette, comprising matching “FA-OA” from plates 201, 215, 216 and 217, and “FL-OL” from plate 218, o.g.
with lovely rich colours and most stamps unmounted. The first and last strips off-centre as often but highly
attractive. Exceptional condition for such multiples, and a rare opportunity.

P223007689 £2,500.00 

214
SG 31/37 1892-94 set of 7 to 12pi, die II, large part o.g. to o.g. A couple of low values with minor blemishes, still
well above average with the key 6pi and 12pi very fine. Scarce. (cat £450)

P223002302 £395.00 
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SG 88a 1921-23 30pa green, Script wmk, variety “Broken bottom left triangle” (right pane, R10/6), o.g. Off-centre,
otherwise fine. Scarce. (cat £200)

P223002517 £160.00 

216
SG 89 1920 (11 Oct) die proof in black on glazed card (92x60mm) of “ONE PIASTRE” duty, stamped
“BEFORE/STRIKING” at lower left, and dated “11/10/20” in pencil at lower right. Struck in connexion with the
production of a new duty plate for this value, and with “ONE” deleted and figure “1” alongside in pencil. Unique
thus (see Handbook p.173) and most interesting and unusual. To be interpreted either as a change intended (but
not adopted) in 1920, or as an essay for the 1924-28 issue, when the change from word to numeral was made (for
SG 106). Ex Danson (lot 1087) and Cruttwell.

P223003180 £550.00 

217
SG Z32 1879 (JY 1) cover from LIMASSOL to London, endorsed “Via Brindisi” and franked by Great Britain 1876-
79 2½d rosy-mauve, pl. 13, tied by fine “975” numeral. Backstamped with despatch cds, superb Larnaca transit cds
(JY 2), and Merton arrival cds (JY 14). Slight envelope imperfections (couple small tears, minor soiling), still neat
and desirable. A rare cover from this office. Ex Warwick and Warwick (3 June 1992, lot 2621).

P223004583 £950.00 
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EGYPT BRITISH FORCES

218
SG A10 1935 Silver Jubilee 1p ultramarine, fine o.g.

P223006348 £400.00 

FALKLAND ISLANDS
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219
SG 4 1878-79 1s bistre-brown, no wmk, lower left corner
block of four with characteristic imperf margin at foot,
o.g. (two stamps unmounted). Odd trivial marks on
gum (and left pair with faint bend), still a very fine
positional multiple, much fresher than usually found,
and scarce thus.

P223002404 £375.00 

220
SG 12w 1889-91 4d olive grey-black, lower right corner
example (R6/10) with diagnostic imperforate margins,
variety WMK INVERTED, very fine used with large
part F2 cds dated “DE 11 1893(?)”, which leaves profile
clear. Exceptional.

P223002812 £550.00 

221
SG 30c 1891-1902 2½d deep ultramarine, Sept 1901 printing, folded block of 20 (10x2) being the lower two rows of
a sheet with FULL IMPRINT, unmounted o.g. (lower left stamp with minor off-setting on gum). Faintly yellowish
gum (and two stamps with tiny traces of perf toning) and slight crease in right margin, still very attractive with
lovely fresh colour. Rare and beautiful in this form.

P223008349 £950.00 



222
SG 41s/42s 1898 2s6d deep blue and 5s red, type B2 ‘SPECIMEN.’ opt for UPU distribution, part to large part o.g.
A couple of trivial blemishes, still an attractive pair with fresh colours and above average centring. (cat £550)

P223006356 £350.00 

223
SG 43/50 1904-12 KEVII set of 8 to 5s, fine large part o.g.

P223002577 £475.00 

224
SG 115 1928 (7 Feb) ‘2½D’ on 2d purple-brown, South Georgia provisional, right marginal with part centre guide
(R6/6), fine o.g. Only 1179 sold. RPS cert (1974).

P223002508 £1,300.00 

225
SG 115 1928 (7 Feb) “2½D” on 2d purple-brown, South Georgia provisional, neatly cancelled by part type SG 1
(SO)UTH (GEORGIA) cds, showing month “FE”. Signed Turpin, Bloch and Sismondo, with the last’s 2009 cert.
Only 1179 issued.

P223003084 £1,500.00 

226
SG 116/23 1929-37 “Whale and Penguin” short set of 8 to 2s6d, brilliant o.g.

P223002596 £140.00 
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227
SG 123 1929-37 Whale and Penguin 2s6d carmine/blue,
fine used with part type PS2 cds.

P223006361 £70.00 

228
SG 126 1929-37 Whale and Penguin £1 black/red,
attractively cancelled by large part type PS1A cds, dated
“13 JU 30”. One slightly rounded corner perf, still fine.
Only 4266 sold. (cat £425)

P223006363 £350.00 

229
SG 135 1933 Centenary 2s6d black and violet, brilliant
o.g. Very fine.

P223002588 £250.00 

230
SG 136 1933 Centenary 5s black and yellow “Penguin”,
fresh large part o.g. 5577 sold (both shades).

P223002586 £1,000.00 

231
SG 172/85 1952 set of 14 to £1, unmounted o.g. The ½d to 1s matching lower right (3d, 1s) or left corner
examples, the 3d exceptionally with part pane letter “B” .

P223001680 £180.00 



232
SG 172/185 1952 set of 14 to £1 in very fine unmounted o.g. mostly corner blocks of four, the 1/2d and 2d with
plate numbers. A small natural inclusion on the top left stamp of the 2s6d block and minor perf separation affecting
the 3d barely detract from this attractive group.

P223005265 £700.00 

FALKLAND ISLAND DEPENDENCIES

233
SG G28a 1954-62 1½d black and yellow-olive, De La Rue printing, lower right corner block of 4 with plate numbers
“1 1”, unmounted o.g.

P223003154 £75.00 
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FIJI

234
SG 125s/37s 1912-23 set of 13 to £1 plus 4d die II, wmk MCA, opt “SPECIMEN”, large part o.g. to o.g. A couple of
insignificant blemishes, but overall a very fine set with wonderfully fresh colours.

P223007063 £495.00 

235
SG 242s/246s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type D19), brilliant unmounted o.g. [N.B. The
perfin on this set invariably lacks the top hole of the ‘I’].

P223000823 £165.00 

GAMBIA

236
SG 122/42 less 132 1922-29 part set of 18 to 10s (less 7½d), Script wmk, large part o.g. to o.g. A couple of trivial
blemishes, still a fine set.

P223006369 £225.00 

237
SG 150/161 1938-46 set of 16 to 10s, unmounted o.g.

P223004009 £170.00 
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SG 193/205 1963 Birds set of 15 to £1, unmounted o.g.

P223001586 £85.00 

GIBRALTAR
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239
SG 17b 1889 25c on 2d brown-purple, lower marginal
horizontal pair with plate number “1”, the left stamp
variety Broken “N” (R10/5), attractively cancelled by
virtually complete “14 FE 90” registered oval (Proud
type R4). Manuscript notation at foot of margin, still fine
and rare in this positional form and condition. Only 920
panes surcharged, with R10/5 having the plate number
only on the (460) right panes.

P223002524 £225.00 

240
SG 24, 32 1895 (12 Mar) imperforate colour trial essays
on unwmkd paper for the new 20c and 2p values,
respectively in brown-purple and slate, each with
printed keyplate but VALUE TABLET
HANDPAINTED, respectively o.g. and part o.g. The
20c with red M/S initials ‘G.N.’ in upper margin. These
colours were rejected by the Crown Agents, although De
La Rue protested that they had been chosen by the
Gibraltar authorities (See Easton pp. 542-3 and “The De
La Rue Collection” p. 3259). Very fine appearance and a
wonderful pair of the highest importance and rarity,
from the only occasion such essays with handpainted
value tablets were ever prepared for Gibraltar stamps.
Ex Kayfetz.

P223007795 £2,950.00 

241
SG 39s/45s 1898 Sterling reissue set of 7 to 1s, opt “SPECIMEN”, in vertical pairs, unmounted o.g. Odd short perfs,
still attractive and very scarce multiples.

P223007796 £550.00 
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242
SG 43a 1898 4d orange-brown and green, lower
marginal block of 10 (2x5) with plate number “2”, four
stamps showing the remarkable error “FOUR PENCE”
trimmed at top (R6/4-5, 8/4-5) as a result of a problem
with the inking of the duty plate, unmounted o.g.
(hinged in margin). Slight creasing affecting the upper
right vertical pair, still very fine appearance. An
outstanding positional showpiece. Ex Barclays
Collection (Phillips 29 May 1987, lot 793).

P223007797 £2,250.00 

243
SG 63 1904-08 4s deep purple and green, wmk MCA,
unmounted o.g. and extremely scarce thus. Typical
minor traces of rubbing, still unquestionably the finest
example we can recall handling, with unblemished
white gum.

P223006402 £450.00 

244
SG 79a 1912-24 2½d deep bright blue, wmk MCA,
lower left corner block of 6 (3x2) with plate number
“1”, showing variety Large “2” in “½” on lower left
stamp (= R10/1, left pane), fine o.g. (variety
unmounted). Scarce and desirable in this positional
form.

P223007798 £350.00 

245
SG 79ba 1912-24 2½d pale ultramarine, wmk MCA,
lower left corner block of 9 with plate number “2”,
showing variety Large “2” in “½” on lower left stamp
(= R10/1, left pane), fine o.g. (variety unmounted).
Scarce and desirable in this positional form.

P223007802 £375.00 
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246
SG 121/131 1938-1951 set of 14 to £1, very fine unmounted o.g.

P223001605 £180.00 

247
SG 123a 1938 1½d carmine perf 13½, fine unmounted o.g., very fresh gum for this stamp

P223007726 £300.00 

248
SG 124aa 1940 2d grey perf 13½ watermark sideways, unmounted o.g., perfs at top slightly trimmed as usual with
this coil stamp; very fine

P223007730 £800.00 

249
SG 124aa 1938-51 2d grey, perf 14, upper right corner block of 4 with sheet number “366”, the upper left stamp
variety “Ape on rock” (R1/5), unmounted o.g. Lightly toned gum as often, still a fine and rare positional piece.

P223007808 £700.00 
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251
SG 127a 1938 1/- black and green perf 13½,
unmounted o.g.

P223007734 £75.00 

252
SG 128 1938 2/- black and brown perf 14, unmounted
o.g. with correct brown gum

P223007735 £75.00 

253
SG 128a 1938 2/- black and brown perf 13½,
unmounted o.g.

P223007733 £130.00 

254
SG 128bb 1942-51 2/- black and brown, perf 13, large
part o.g. with R9/3 ‘bird on memorial’

P223007738 £375.00 

255
SG 129 1938 5/- black and carmine perf 14, unmounted
o.g. with correct brown gum

P223007736 £110.00 

250
SG 126a 1938-51 6d carmine and grey-violet, perf 14 (line), lower right corner block of 4 with plate number “1 2”,
fresh unmounted o.g. Attractive and extremely scarce in this positional form.

P223007809 £750.00 



256
SG 129a 1938-51 5s black and carmine, perf 13½, lower marginal IMPRINT block of 6 (2x3), unmounted o.g. The
lower pair with natural bends, still fine and extremely scarce in this positional form.

P223007810 £350.00 

257
SG 130 1938 10/- black and blue perf 14, unmounted o.g. with correct brown gum

P223007737 £75.00 

258
SG 143a 1950 New Constitution 1/- imprint block of four, Plate 2 R9/4 broken ‘R’, unmounted o.g.

P223007740 £130.00 
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259
SG 160/173 1960-62 set of 14 to £1 in pairs, unmounted o.g., each with plate number in margins. Small pencil
notation in margins mentioned for accuracy.

P223001611 £195.00 

260
SG 218w 1967 Christmas 6d, variety WMK CROWN TO RIGHT OF CA (from back), lower marginal, unmounted
o.g. Extremely scarce, only the second example we can recall handling.

P223002521 £475.00 

261
SG 307w 1972 Silver Wedding 7p, var WMK INVERTED, upper marginal, unmounted o.g. Extremely scarce, only
the second example we can recall handling from the single sheet discovered.

P223002523 £550.00 
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262
SG 128, 129, 130 1938 (MR 16) registered “Selfridge” cover to England, franked by 1938-51 2s black & brown, 5s
black & carmine, and 10s black & blue, perf 14, all tied by “TRAVEL KEY” machine cancel on FIRST DAY OF
ISSUE. A rare first day cover, in fine condition.

P223007669 £395.00 

GILBERT & ELLICE ISLANDS

263
SG 24 1912-24 £1 purple and black/red, very fine used with large part TARAWA cds, dated ‘4 DE 3(?7)’. A rare
stamp genuinely used.

P201004142 £1,600.00 

264
SG 27/35s 1922-7 Script watermark set of five to 10/-, overprinted SPECIMEN type D12 or 16, o.g. Only the 1½d is
hinged; this has a gum crease, otherwise an exceptional set.

P223001636 £275.00 
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265
SG 36s/39s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type B9), large part o.g. (only the 3d value hinged, a
little heavily). Occasional shortish perf, still fine. (cat £200).

P223001501 £160.00 

266
SG 43s/54s 1939-54 set of 12 to 5s, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type W8 except ½d, 2d, 2s6d - type B9, and 1½d, 2½d, 3d,
1s - type D20), large part or (mostly) unmounted o.g. The 2½d with a small dark piece of hinge on the reverse, a
couple of values with nibbled perfs, still a fine set (cat £600).

P223001639 £500.00 

267
SG 64/75 1956-62 set of 12, unmounted o.g.

P223001872 £80.00 

GOLD COAST

268
SG 25w 1889-94 20s dull mauve and black/red, variety WMK INVERTED, neatly cancelled by part KWITTA cds
(Proud type D4). A fine example.

P223005718 £120.00 

269
SG 86s/102s 1921-24 Script watermark set of 13 to £2, overprinted SPECIMEN type D12 or 16, part o.g. or
unmounted o.g.; fresh colours, a few with some gum loss but the 15/- and £2 unmounted and very fine.

P223001645 £400.00 
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270
SG 113s/116s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type B9), o.g., only the 1d value hinged; a few
shorter perfs, otherwise fine (cat £120).

P223001502 £100.00 

GRENADA

271
SG 16, 17 1878 (Aug 1d green and 6d deep vermilion, wmk 2 (sideways), intermediate perf 15, used with part or
large part ‘A15’. Typical perfs, still an attractive pair with lovely colours. (cat £88)

P223000350 £65.00 

272
SG 112s/134s 1921-32 set of 23 to 10s, overprinted or perforated (2s6d) ‘SPECIMEN’, large part o.g. or (mostly)
unmounted o.g. Very fine but for the odd minor bend, and the 4d with trivial adhesion on reverse. A scarce set
complete, distributed in seven parts over a nine-year period.

P223001612 £400.00 

273
SG 135/44 1934 set of 10 to 5s, perf 12½, blocks of 4, unmounted o.g. One 2½d with minor gum glaze, otherwise
very fine. Attractive and very scarce in this form and condition.

P212022343 £350.00 
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274
SG 145s/8s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type W8), unmounted o.g. Very fine apart from
some very slightly shorter perfs, good colours, very scarce unmounted

P223000881 £110.00 

275
SG 152/163e 1937-50 set of 12 to 10s, unmounted o.g.

P223001624 £80.00 

276
SG D11s/14s Postage Due. 1921-22 Script watermark set of 4 to 3d, opt ‘SPECIMEN’ (type D12, the 1½d type D16
in red), o.g. The 1d and 2d right marginal, the 1½d and 3d unmounted with cream gum, fine.

P223001475 £80.00 

HONG KONG

277
SG 115b 1912-21 $5 green and red/blue-green, OLIVE BACK, wmk MCA, brilliant large part o.g. Typical centring
and a couple of slightly shortish perfs mentioned for accuracy, but wonderfully fresh. Very scarce. (cat £1200)

P223002935 £900.00 

278
SG 140/62 1938-52 set of 23 to $10 (both), unmounted o.g. and very difficult to assemble thus. The first $5 and $10
faintly toned as often, still a fine set. (cat £1100)

P223007087 £850.00 
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279
SG 151 1938-52 30c yellow-olive, perf 14, fine unmounted o.g. Much fresher than usually found.

P223007088 £150.00 

280
SG 196/210 1962-73 set of 15 to $20, unmounted o.g.

P223001853 £160.00 

HONG KONG - 
BRITISH POST OFFICES IN CHINA

281
SG 1a/b 1917-21 Wmk MCA 1c black-brown, lower left corner block of six (2x3) from lower right pane, from first
(Dec 1916) requisition of 1307 sheets, showing variety “Crown broken at right” on R9/2, fresh unmounted o.g. Only
the second positional multiple with this variety that we have handled in the past 20 years, and the other was toned
(as often). Very scarce and desirable in this form and condition.

P223002665 £550.00 

282
SG 20/a 1922-27 Script Wmk 4c carmine-rose, horizontal pair, showing variety “Lower Chinese character at right
broken at top” on right stamp (R9/4, lower left pane), fine o.g. Very scarce, and desirable in this se-tenant form.

P223002664 £325.00 
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INDIA

283
SG 1 1854 (1 April) ½a “9½ arches”, vermilion shade on characteristic slightly toned paper,
LOWER RIGHT CORNER BLOCK OF SIX (pos. 108-110/118-120), with complete
margins showing full corner ornament and marginal inscriptions, reading “(Ad)dress side”
at right and “by HM Smith Calcutta April 1854” and pane number “III” below. A
wonderful and highly important positional multiple of this famous stamp, which was
prepared for use but not issued, in very fine condition, and UNIQUE with pane number
“III” (indicating the right-hand pane from the triple sheet, the others being numbered “I”
and “II”). Ex Stanley Gibbons Auctions 12/12/1979, lot 1027 (illustrated in colour on front
cover of catalogue, realised £4620), and not seen on the market for over 40 years. Truly a
star exhibition item, destined for the finest collection. [The only other ½a “9½ arches” with
imprint date and pane number recorded by us in private hands are 1) the deep vermilion
corner single ex Caspary, with pane number “I”; 2) the vermilion block of 60 (Chand
collection), also with pane number “I”; 3) the vermilion corner block of eight (Spink
23/6/2022, lot 1031, with pane number “II”; and 4) the deep vermilion severed block of
eight ex Atal and Hausburg (CRL 2/3/1993, lot 20), also with pane number “II”.]

P223005962 £35,000.00 
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284
SG 1a 1854 (1 April) ½a “9½ arches”, deep vermilion
shade on white paper, large margins, fresh unused with
fine colour and part wmk. Tiny corner bend (in margin
only) mentioned for accuracy, still a choice example of
this famous stamp, prepared for use but not issued. (cat
£5000).

P223005952 £4,250.00 

285
SG 52 1860 8p purple/white, no wmk, with DLR
typeset “CANCELLED” opt (Samuel type 13 -
15.5x2.5mm), fine part o.g. (trivial corner bend). A very
rare type of opt, which saw only occasional use for
“colour standard” examples c.1865-82. [Prior to the
1865 wmkd issue, Samuel recorded type 13 only on this
stamp and the 1856-64 4a black. We recently sold a
previously unknown 1856-64 2a orange with the same
opt, which was probably unique. Otherwise, in the past
20 years we have not handled any type 13 except on
the 1882 1a6p and 3a.]

P223005104 £250.00 

286
SG 54, 58, 61 1865 ½a blue, 1a brown, 2a yellow, wmk
Elephant’s head, each with small DLR sans-serif
“SPECIMEN” opt (Samuel type 8 - 14x2mm), part o.g.
(except ½a without gum). A rare type of opt, which saw
only sporadic use c.1856-87, recorded by Samuel on
just four values of the 1865 set (the other being the 8p),
with no example offered by us in the past 20 years. The
½a and 2a with trivial corner blemishes, still most
attractive and desirable, with very fresh colours. [Other
stamps known with this opt include the unissued 1856-
64 2a green (imperf, as SG 50a, and the Telegraph
1869-78 (?) and 1890-91 sets to 50r, so Samuel’s slight
reservations as to its status are without justification. The
Domingo collection included the 1882-90 1a to 1r with
this opt, ex Ulrich.]

P223005105 £350.00 

287
SG 57, 59, 62 1865 8p mauve, 1a deep brown and 2a
orange, wmk Elephant’s head, with DLR typeset
“CANCELLED” opt (Samuel type 13 - 15.5x2.5mm),
brilliant large part o.g. A very rare type of opt, which
saw only occasional use for “colour standard” examples
c.1865-82, these being the only three values recorded
from the 1865 set (although Samuel mistakenly listed
the 2a as “brown-orange”). Likely to be a unique trio,
and in exceptional condition. [This opt also exists on
three “no wmk” values, the 1866-78 new types and
values, and the 1882 (-90 1a6p and 3a. All are rarities.]

P223005106 £650.00 

288
SG 58 1865 1a pale brown, wmk Elephant’s head, with
DLR “SPECIMEN” opt (Samuel type 7 - 15.75x2mm),
fresh and well-centred, part o.g. Much scarcer in our
experience than the 1856-64 1a no wmk.

P223005107 £100.00 

289
SG 64 1865 4a green, wmk Elephant’s head, with DLR
“SPECIMEN” opt (Samuel type 7 - 15.75x2mm),
brilliant large part o.g. Exceptional condition and very
rare, with most 4a “Specimens” at this time being the
obsolete 1856-64 4a no wmk (in black or green), soon
replaced by the new 1866 Die I. No other Specimen (or
Cancelled) opt has ever been recorded on the 1865 4a.

P223005108 £1,100.00 

290
SG 65 1865 8a carmine, wmk Elephant’s head, with
DLR “SPECIMEN” opt (Samuel type 7 - 15.75x2mm),
without gum. Some faults (trimmed/recut perfs, small
thins), still good appearance and very rare, only the
second example we have seen. (cat £4750 as the issued
stamp).

P223005109 £950.00 
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291
SG 72 1866-78 6a8p slate with DLR “CANCELLED”
opt (Samuel type 9 - 17.25x1.75mm), fresh and very
fine, part o.g. A rare opt on this stamp, which we
cannot recall handling before. [“Type 9” was used for
colour standards over a long period, c.1856-92, but
there seem to be two or more variants. Samuel
describes it as typeset, but the majority of examples,
like this 6a8p, are actually handstamped.]

P223005112 £225.00 

292
SG 72, 80, 82 1866-78 6a8p slate, and 1876 6a olive-
bistre and 12a Venetian red, each with DLR typeset
“CANCELLED” opt (Samuel type 13 - 15.5x2.5mm),
brilliant large part o.g. A very rare type of opt, which
saw only occasional use for “colour standard” examples
c.1865-82. A highly desirable trio, not previously seen
by us, and in exceptional condition.

P223005110 £750.00 

293
SG 72, 80, 82 1866-78 6a8p slate with DLR typeset
“CANCELLED” opt (Samuel type 16 - 13.25x2.5mm)
and 1876 6a olive-bistre and 12a Venetian red, with the
very different DLR typeset “CANCELLED” opt
(Samuel type 17 - 14x2.5mm), brilliant o.g. An
attractive and interesting trio, from the “colour
standard” sheets retained by the printer, these opt types
(in use respectively 1870-74 and 1874-76) both
unknown until 1976.

P223005111 £125.00 

294
SG 80, 82 1876 6a olive-bistre and 12a Venetian red
(x2) with DLR “CANCELLED” opt (Samuel type 9 -
17.25x1.75mm), fresh large part o.g. or without gum
(one 12a). A rare and very interesting trio, with the two
12a exhibiting opts of a different character. [“Type 9”
was used for colour standards over a long period,
c.1856-92, but there seem to be two or more variants.
Samuel describes it as typeset, but the majority of
examples, like this 6a and the 12a without gum, are
actually handstamped. The 12a with gum, by contrast,
is typeset, with an opt fractionally longer and taller
than the others, the “A” being more open.]

P223005113 £225.00 

295
SG 84/101 1882-90 ½a to 1r, ten values (exclg 4a6p), with the very rare Samuel type 18 sans-serif “SPECIMEN”
handstamp (17.25x2mm), part to (mostly) large part o.g., with very fresh colours. The only known group of this
opt, the basis of the Samuel listings in 1950 and 1978, and in the past 20 years+ we have only offered a single 12a
with this H/S. Samuel suspected it was a DLR opt, and its identical composition (lacking the 4a6p) tends to confirm
that it is contemporary with the blocks of six with type 19 “CANCELLED” opt present in the DLR archives and
dated April/June 1887. [See “The De La Rue Collection”, p. 4108]. Odd minor imperfections (3a crease, 8a small
closed tear) cannot detract from a wonderful and unrepeatable “set”. [The absence of the 4a6p value from both the
type 18 and type 19 sets is explained by continuing uncertainty at this time about the colour of that value, which
also affected the 12a value, still then in preparation. The existence of only a further 12a with type 18, as noted, is
likely to be significant.]

P223005117 £1,250.00 



296
SG 93, 98, 100 1882-90 3a orange, 8a dull mauve, 12a purple/red, each with small DLR sans-serif “SPECIMEN” opt
(Samuel type 8 - 14x2mm), part o.g. A rare type of opt, which saw only sporadic use c.1856-87, recorded by Samuel
on only these three values of the 1882-90 set. [Other stamps known with this opt include the unissued 1856-64 2a
green (imperf, as SG 50a), and the Telegraph 1869-78 (?) and 1890-91 sets to 50r, so Samuel’s slight reservations as
to its status are without justification. The Domingo collection included the 1882-90 1a to 1r with this opt, ex Ulrich.]

P223005116 £325.00 

297
1890 reprint of 1854 2a lithographed essay (type D1 rectangular design) in sage-green on yellowish wove, complete
row of six (203x49mm). A rarity in this intact form. Spence 22.

P223008359 £950.00 

298
1890 reprint of 1854 2a lithographed essay (type D2 octagonal design) in orange-red on yellowish wove, complete
row of six (263x84mm). A few marginal paper specks and slight peripheral wrinkling, still very fine and spectacular.
A rarity in this intact form, and not previously handled by us. Spence 25.

P223008360 £950.00 

299
SG 144 1902-11 10r green and carmine, brilliant o.g. Very fine.

P223006404 £400.00 
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INDIA CEF

302
SG C1/C10 1900 set of 10 to 1r, very fine and fresh unmounted o.g.

P223001616 £120.00 

INDIA USED ABROAD

303
SG Z181 1915 (3 AU) censored cover from BUSHIRE to Quetta, Hotson correspondence, franked at UPU rate by
India 1911-23 type 61 2a6p ultramarine (1913 issue), tied by light “BUSHIRF” squared circle, with superb
“PASSED CENSOR / 1 / KARACHI” circular violet H/S applied in transit at left. Green embossed oval logo (Lion
and sun) of “THE IMPERIAL BANK OF PERSIA / BUSHIRE”, on flap, with similarly inscribed black wax seal, and
part arrival backstamp of 11 AUG 15. An exceptionally clean and neat cover, which would make an ideal
frontispiece to a collection of the famous “BUSHIRE / Under / British Occupation” stamps, issued 16 August 1915,
less than a fortnight later.

P223001555 £325.00 
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300
SG 252w 1937-40 2½a bright violet
“Bullock cart”, variety INVERTED
WMK, fine unmounted o.g. Very
scarce thus.

P223003098 £400.00 

301
SG O20/30) Official.1867-73 Large “Service” (type O7) ½a to 8a set
of 5, with DLR typeset “CANCELLED” opt (Samuel type 13 -
15.5x2.5mm), brilliant large part o.g. A very rare type of opt, which
saw only occasional use for “colour standard” examples c.1865-82.
Three values (½a, 4a, 8a) with perf faults, nevertheless most
attractive with lovely fresh colours, and the only examples we have
ever seen of type 13 on this set.

P223005577 £750.00 



I.C.S. GWALIOR

304
SG 35a 1885-97 2r carmine and yellow-brown, variety small ‘G’, brilliant o.g. From R3/1 of a left pane, May 1901
printing. Only 101 possible, but most were used and lost. Rare in this exceptional condition. Ex Domingo (SGA 28
Jan 2020, lot 150).

P223003046 £700.00 

305
SG 129/37 1949 (Apr) set of 9 to 12a, type 6 local opt, BLOCKS OF 4, unmounted o.g. Lightly toned gum as often,
still attractive and very rare in this form.

P223003623 £3,250.00 

I.C.S. JIND

306
SG 26, 28, 31 1886-99 6a olive-bistre, 8a dull mauve and 1r slate, type 3 opt, each good to fine used with clear part
“J in hooded circle of bars” cancels. A scarce trio. (cat £183).

P212021453 £150.00 
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312
SG 31 1885-1900 2r carmine and yellow-brown, fresh
o.g. One shortish perf, but only 576 printed.

P223003045 £195.00 
313

SG 32 1885-1900 3r brown and green, upper marginal,
very fine unmounted o.g. Only 576 printed and a rarity
in this exceptional condition.

P223003044 £395.00 

311
SG 14/33 1885-97 set of 20 to 5r, type 2 opt in black, complete with listed shades (x5), large part o.g. Odd minor
blemishes on a few low values to 8a, nevertheless a very fine and handsome set, selected for fresh colours. Only 576
each printed of 2r to 5r.

P201004524 £800.00 

307
SG 34 1886-99 3r brown and green, brilliant large part
o.g. Far above average for this rare stamp. Only 192
printed. Sismondo cert (2007).

P223003043 £850.00 

I.C.S. NABHA

308
SG 5 1885 (1 July) 8a dull mauve, type 1 curved opt,
fresh and fine, large part o.g. Far above average for this
rare stamp. Only 240 issued (= one sheet). Ex John L.
Wilson (CRL 8/12/1977, lot 399 part), with PF cert
(1962) as Scott 4.

P201004522 £600.00 

309
SG 6 1885 (1 July 1r slate, type 1 curved opt, large part
o.g. Faintly yellowish gum but very fine fresh
appearance. Rare, only 240 printed. (cat £600).

P190015385 £475.00 

310
SG 12 1885 (Nov ) 4a green, type 2 opt in red, block of
4, fresh o.g. (lower pair unmounted). Lower right
stamp with small wrinkle, still very fine appearance. An
attractive and rare multiple. Only 1650 issued.

P190016312 £295.00 
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314
SG 32 1885-1900 3r brown and green, lightly cancelled
by part strike of hooded ‘NABHA’ squared circle. Only
576 printed and extremely scarce genuinely used. Very
fine.

P190015043 £650.00 

I.C.S. PATIALA

315
SG 29 1891-96 2r carmine and yellow-brown, very fine
large part o.g. Only 450 printed.

P223002981 £300.00 

316
SG 30b 1891-96 3r brown and green, opt treble, two
albino (with the inked opt offset on reverse and the
albino impressions very clear), part interpane margin
above, superb o.g. (stamp unmounted). An exceptional
example. Only 400 issued of basic stamp (all three opt
variants together).

P223002978 £450.00 

I.F.S. BARWANI

317
SG 23c 1927 4a orange-brown on thick paper, sewing
machine perf 6-10, fresh unused. Minor hinge thinning
and typical wrinkling and indentations from the
perforating process, still a good example of this very
scarce stamp. Cliche 1 of the setting, with over-inked
impression. (cat £225).

P223000131 £125.00 

318
SG 41B var 1933-47 2a rose-carmine ‘Ranjit Singh’,
wide setting from 1945 sixth printing, lower left corner
example, very fine o.g. A rare stamp, of which only 400
were printed. [Not to be confused with the “normal”
1947 7th printing. Gum, paper (smooth white rather
than coarse greyish), stamp size (29x32mm rather than
32x34mm) and shade are all quite different, and the
single rather than double staple hole in the left margin
is also diagnostic.]

P223004257 £150.00 

I.F.S. BUSSAHIR

319
SG 7 1895 (20 June), 12a green, imperforate with lake
monogram, large even margins and large part o.g. An
exceptional example of this rare stamp.

P223008425 £650.00 
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I.F.S. BUNDI

322
SG O1aA Official. 1915-41 ½a black, tablets type “A”, type
O1 (native) opt in red (sideways), complete sheet of four
from Benns setting 3, fine unused. Rare as a sheet.

P190009736 £750.00 

I.F.S. CHARKHARI

323
SG 56 1939-40 “1 ANNA” on 1r chestnut, fresh o.g.
(very lightly hinged). Typical perfs and centring, still a
very fine example of this key KGVI rarity. Brandon
cert (2012).

P223007812 £2,250.00 

I.F.S. BHOPAL

320
SG O307a, 308a, 308c Official. 1908-11 type O2 opt 2a ultramarine and 4a brown, each opt inverted, fresh o.g., and
4a imperforate horizontal pair in a darker shade, unused (without gum, as often). (cat £135).

P212005058 £100.00 

I.F.S. BIJAWAR

321
SG 11/15 1937 (May) set of 5 to 1r, USED and extremely scarce thus. The 12a exceptionally with the seriffed cds
(normally found only on the low values), the other values with part strikes of the characteristic second type sans-
serif “BIJAWAR / C.I.” cds, (the 6a unusually with full “12.V.37” date). Odd trivial blemishes mentioned for
accuracy (shortish perfs, 4a with an inclusion), still very fine and attractive, with bright colours. [N.B. In the past 20
years we have previously offered only one other stamp from this set - an 8a value - with the seriffed cds.] (cat
£1400.)

P223004260 £1,250.00 
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I.F.S. DUNGARPUR

324
SG 13, 15b 1946 (c) handmade envelope (slightly reduced at left) franked (on reverse) by 1939-46 1½a deep violet
and 4a brown, perf 10, tied by indistinct cds. Slight creasing from the construction of the envelope, and 1½a with
small tear at left, still much above average for this rare usage. Ex Gaur (SGA 22 May 2019, lot 292).

P223007813 £1,250.00 

I.F.S. DUTTIA

325
SG 11b 1897-98 “DUTTIA” 4a black/rose (type I Ganesh), vertical tete-beche pair, fine unused. A little irregularly
cut as usual. Scarce.

P223008428 £275.00 
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I.F.S. NANDGAON

326
SG O3, 4/a, 5/a, 6 Official. 1894 type O1 oval H/S in purple, wide spacing 2a red on toned, and close spacing ½a x2
shades, 1a x2 (one on laid) and 2a rose, unused. Also the 1a ultramarine reprint (as mentioned in Part I footnote). A
fine and seldom offered group.

P212020534 £110.00 

I.F.S. ORCHHA

327
SG 1 1913 ½a green, background to arms unshaded, complete sheet of 8 (4x2) with “BOND” papermaker’s wmk on
second column, fine unused. Rare as a sheet, and the finer of just two that we have offered in the past 20 years.

P223008407 £495.00 

328
SG 3a/b, 4, 4b, 5 1914-35 ¼a grey-blue, ¼a deep blue, ½a (blue-) green, ½a apple-green and 1a scarlet, each in a
complete sheet of 8 (4x2), fresh unused. The first ¼a and ½a each with part wmk. A scarce and attractive group.

P223008402 £195.00 
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329
SG 45 1939-42 10r turquoise-green, large part o.g. A
most attractive and well centred example of this key
KGVI stamp, with lovely fresh colour.

P223002430 £1,500.00 

I.F.S. RAJASTHAN

330
SG 7b 1948-49 Bundi 1r chocolate, Type 1 H/S in
violet, fresh and fine, large part o.g. Rare. [N.B. This
stamp is on a late printing on white opaque paper,
rather than the usual greyish slightly transparent
paper, and does not seem to exist without opt].

P223006411 £650.00 

I.F.S. SORUTH

331
SG 60a 1949 (Sept 1a purple provisional, type 21 opt
on Bhavnagar Court Fee, showing error “POSTAGE”
OMITTED, used with part JUNAGADH cds dated
“FEB 50”. Faintly toned as often, still fine and rare. The
error is believed to have occurred at R1/2 of the 8x5
setting, during a small part of the printing only. (cat
£425).

P223001995 £325.00 

332
SG O16 Official. 1948 “ONE ANNA” on 4a black and
purple, very fine o.g. Much fresher than usually found
and very scarce thus.

P223006414 £700.00 

I.F.S. TRAVANCORE

333
SG O36 Official. 1930 10ca pink, type O3 (small italic)
opt, upper left corner BLOCK OF EIGHT (2x4),
unused. Some bends and minor marks, and bottom left
stamp with unobtrusive creasing and separation,
nevertheless a very rare and remarkable positional
multiple of this distinctive stamp. Ex Sturton. (cat
£1600+).

P212010208 £950.00 
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334
SG 1 1917 (1 Sept) ¼a on 2pa claret (Obelisk), surch as
type 1, fresh and well-centred, unmounted o.g. Only
906 issued, and rare so fine.

P223004907 £650.00 

335
SG 6 1917 (1 Sept) 2a on 1pi bright blue (Mosque),
surch as type 1, right marginal, unmounted o.g. Off-
centre with light gum yellowing, still fine. Only 820
issued, and rare unmounted. (cat £600+).

P223004912 £500.00 

IRAQ - BAGHDAD

336
SG 6, 11b, 17 1917 (1 Sept) 2a on 1pi bright blue (Mosque), right marginal, 2a on 1pi black and violet “Postal
Jubilee” (two examples, one with rounded corner) and 2a on 1pi ultramarine (GPO), each surch as type 1, with
matching large part strikes of (Indian) “F.P.O. 12” double-ring cds (Proud type D2), dated “4 NOV 18”. Late use by
favour, and the first and last off-centre, nevertheless an extraordinary and fascinating group, with instances of this
cancel on Baghdad stamps not previously recorded, and unknown to Khalastchy in his exhaustive 2017
monograph. [According to Proud, FPO 12 was in Iraq 1916-17, but then transferred to the E.E.F. with recorded
locations in Palestine and Beirut (20/10/1918 - 3/1/1920). However, recorded usage prior to 20/10/1918 apparently
involved only the very different type D1 cds with “F.P.O. / No. 12”, and usage of this type D2 cds is only attested
between 22/1/1919 and 3/1/1920, beginning 11 weeks after its application to these Baghdad stamps. We can
speculate that the type D2 cds must have remained in storage in Iraq, after the transfer of FPO 12 from the MEF to
the EEF, and was only sent to Beirut at a much later date.] These Baghdad stamps were surely cancelled in
Baghdad, NOT Beirut !!! ; they emanate from a small recently discovered cache - a mixture of un(more...)

P223004941 £1,950.00 

337
SG 11 1917 (1 Sept) 2a on 1pi black and violet “Postal Jubilee”, surch as type 1, perf 12½, lower right corner
marginal, fresh unmounted o.g. Only 1339 issued (both perfs, with perf 12½ much scarcer) and a rarity in this
positional form and exceptional condition.

P223004931 £1,100.00 
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339
SG 17 1917 (1 Sept) 2a on 1pi ultramarine (Old GPO),
star and date within crescent, surch as type 1, fresh
unmounted o.g. (typical centring). Only 1051 issued,
and extremely scarce unmounted.

P223004937 £550.00 

340
SG 21 1917 (1 Sept 1a on 20pa rose G.P.O., such as type
1, inscription within crescent obliterated, very fresh o.g.
(apparently unmounted). Only 1048 issued.

P223004940 £450.00 

338
SG 11 1917 (1 Sept) 2a on 1pi black and violet “Postal Jubilee”, perf 12½, surch as type 1, two horizontal pairs (one
right marginal) which seem likely to be a severed strip of four, fresh unmounted o.g. (odd insignificant wrinkles).
Only 1339 issued (both perfs, with perf 12½ much scarcer) and a rarity in an unmounted multiple.

P223004926 £3,750.00 

JAMAICA

341
SG 78/89 1919-21 set to 10s, 13 values inclg both 2½d shades, fresh large part o.g. to o.g. The 5s with gum
wrinkles and a little off centre, still a fine set.

P223006417 £150.00 

342
SG 86 1919-21 ‘Rodney Memorial’ 2s, progressive die proof of frame in black on glazed wove (32 x 35mm),
showing incomplete design with lettering and value tablets outlined only. Slight creasing, and repaired tear at
upper left, nevertheless an outstanding and very rare proof of great technical merit.

P223002300 £450.00 



343
SG 94/106 1921-29 set of 13 to 10s, fresh and fine, large part o.g. to o.g.

P223006422 £140.00 

344
SG 121/133a 1938-52 set of 18 to £1, very fine unmounted o.g.

P223001859 £150.00 

345
SG 159/174 1956-58 set of 16 to £1, very fine unmounted o.g.

P223001860 £100.00 

346
SG Z166 1859 (Mar) part outer wrapper from Savannah La Mar to Kingston, Barclay & McDowell correspondence,
franked by Great Britain 1856 4d rose horizontal pair, wing margin at left, tied by individual fine to very fine strikes
of “A75” numeral and backstamped with arrival cds (MR 30). Fine and scarce.

P223007817 £295.00 
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347
SG Z110 1859 (MY 23) part outer wrapper from Montego Bay to Kingston, Barclay & McDowell correspondence,
franked by Great Britain 4d rose pair, tied by fine to very fine strikes of “A57” numeral with despatch cds on
reverse. Minor blemishes, still neat and attractive.

P223007666 £225.00 

348
SG Z110 1859 (JY 4) part outer wrapper from Montego Bay to Kingston, Barclay & McDowell correspondence,
franked by Great Britain 4d rose pair, cancelled by fine to very fine individual strikes of “A57” numeral with
despatch and arrival (JY 6) cds on reverse. A couple of mounting marks on reverse, otherwise fine. Recorded but
not illustrated in the Encyclopaedia of Jamaican Philately. Ex Brinkley Turner (Harmers NY, 29 Sept 1942).

P223007667 £250.00 

349
SG Z74 1859 (OC 7) outer wrapper from Goshen to Kingston, Barclay & McDowell correspondence, franked by
Great Britain 1856 6d lilac, tied by overlapping strikes of “A44” numeral with despatch cds at lower left and
backstamped with arrival cds for the following day. Typical filing folds still fine and very scarce.

P223007816 £450.00 
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KUT

350
SG 11 1903-04 3r grey-green and black, wmk CC, fresh
large part o.g. A couple of slightly shortish perfs hardly
detract. (cat £170)

P223006424 £140.00 

351
SG 12 1903-04 4r grey and emerald-green, wmk CC,
o.g. Odd short perfs, but wonderfully fresh with lovely
colours. (cat £170)

P223006426 £120.00 

352
SG 13 1903-04 5r grey and red, wmk CC, brilliant large
part o.g.

P223006428 £170.00 

353
SG 14 1903-04 10r grey and ultramarine, wmk CC,
fresh large part o.g. One faintly toned perf on reverse
barely detracts. Scarce. (cat £450)

P223006430 £325.00 

354
SG 60 1912-21 20r purple and blue/blue, fresh large
part o.g. Scarce.

P223006432 £550.00 

355
SG 65s/74s 1921 set of 10 to 5r, Script wmk, opt “SPECIMEN”, large part o.g. Odd short perfs, still well above
average for this difficult set. (cat £425)

P223001682 £325.00 

356
SG 76/95 1922-27 set of 20 to £1 plus listed shades of 1c, 5c, 12c and 20c, 24 values, large part o.g. to o.g. A fine set.

P223007103 £500.00 



KUWAIT

357
SG 36/51w 1939 set of thirteen to 15r (watermark inverted) unmounted o.g., without the frequently-encountered
bends, the top three values marginal; fine

P223008240 £375.00 

358
SG 52/63 1945 set of thirteen to 14a, unmounted o.g.

P223008241 £85.00 

359
SG 64/73a 1948-9 set of eleven to 10r, unmounted o.g.

P223008253 £100.00 

360
SG 84/92 1950-5 set of nine to 10r on 10/-, unmounted o.g.

P223008260 £120.00 
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361
SG 91/a 1950-54 5r on 5s red,upper left corner block of 4 showing variety ‘extra bar at top’ , on lower right stamp
(R2/2), unmounted o.g.A scarce positional multiple. BPA Cert (1989).

P223002428 £1,100.00 

362
SG 107a/09a 1955-57 “Castles” set of 3 to 10r on 10s, surcharge type II, matching left marginal blocks of 4 with
printer’s centre mark and marginal guide dot, unmounted o.g. Scarce positional multiples, from R5-6/1-2.

P223008434 £1,250.00 

363
SG O16/27 Official. 1929-33 set of 11 to 15r, large part o.g. (The 1a, 2r, 5r and 15r with wmk inverted as always).
The 10r with light bends and faintly toned, still a really fine set with the key 15r (signed Champion) very fine and
fresh. (cat £600)

P223006541 £475.00 
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LABUAN

364
SG 123a 1902-03 12c
black and yellow, perf
13½-14, vertical strip of
3, error imperforate
between, c.t.o. with part
ovals of bars. Spectacular
and very rare, and in
superb condition (full
unmounted o.g. !).

P223007818 £3,500.00 

LAGOS

365
SG 45 1907 (FE 22) cover from Calabar (Southern Nigeria) to Southampton, carried
on board the SS Jebba which ran aground off the Devon coast on March 18, franked
by 1904 1d purple and black/red, wmk CA, tied by despatch cds (additional strike
alongside) and fine violet “SALVED FROM / SS JEBBA” boxed h/s. Southampton
(20 MR) backstamp. Typical slight envelope imperfections but much above average,
showing the continuing use of Lagos stamps, a year after Lagos had been
incorporated into Southern Nigeria.

P223007349 £275.00 

LEEWARD ISLANDS

366
SG 58s/80as 1921-32 Script wmk set of 23 to £1, opt or perf (1d bright scarlet, 1½d red-brown, 10s, £1 - type D19)
“SPECIMEN”, large part o.g. to o.g. A couple of low values with minor blemishes (4d a little toned, 1s with trivial
gum thin), otherwise superb with lovely fresh colours, and the 10s and £1 (distributed together in 1928) both
exceptionally showing the R1/12 “Break in scroll” variety, of which only seven of each existed. Truly a premium set,
and very scarce complete (in any condition) as a result of piecemeal distribution between 1921 and 1929.

P223002780 £1,100.00 

Show
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367
SG 79 1928 10/- green and red on green paper, well
centred, large part o.g.

P223007541 £80.00 

368
SG 80 1928 £1 purple and black on red paper, large
part o.g., very lightly hinged

P223007543 £225.00 

369
SG 96a 1944 ½d green corner pair with R1/2 RP ‘I.’ for
‘L’, unmounted o.g. On this printing only

P223007495 £180.00 

370
SG 99a 1947 1d scarlet marginal block of six, R7/3 LP
‘DI’ flaw, unmounted o.g.

P223007496 £180.00 

371
SG 105 1938 2½d bright blue lower left corner block of ten with R9/1 LP flaw on large ‘2’, and 10/1 cut ‘IS’. Centred
high and with duty plate misregistered, an unusual piece, unmounted o.g.

P223007499 £300.00 

372
SG 109ab 1944 6d deep dull and bright purple, left marginal with R4/1 RP broken ‘E’, fine

P223007524 £325.00 
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373
SG 109ab 1942 6d deep dull and bright purple
(smeary wartime printing, not a fault but a
characteristic) with R4/1 RP broken ‘E’, hinge
remainder otherwise fine

P223007522 £225.00 

374
SG 110a 1938 1/- black on emerald paper. A fresh
mint example with large part o.g., showing R9/6 RP
‘DI’ flaw

P223007500 £350.00 

375
SG 110b/ba/bb 1942 1/- black, grey + black and black
+ grey on emerald paper, the three listed ordinary
paper shades, fine large part o.g., chosen for contrast

P223007531 £75.00 

376
SG 112/b/c 1938 and 1951 printings of the 5/- on
chalky paper, and the 1943 printing on ordinary
paper, fine large part o.g. The 1951 printing
frequently misidentified

P223007535 £80.00 

377
SG 112a 1938 5/- green and red on chalky yellow
paper, R3/5 LP damaged value tablet, fine large part
o.g.

P223007539 £600.00 

378
SG 113a 1942 10/- pale green and dull red on green
paper large part o.g., diagnostic dull appearance for this
printing, which is not represented in the Royal collection

P223007691 £375.00 

379
SG 114a var 1942 £1 purple and black on carmine paper,
the February printing with blurred lines above the head,
HPF #11 “Adam’s Apple” and FF #11 “Legs of Man” flaw
in left value tablet, large part o.g.; very scarce

P223007712 £250.00 

380
SG 114b 1943-4 £1 brown-purple and black on salmon
paper horizontal pair, left stamp with HPF #47 broken
leaf at left

P223007723 £90.00 

381
SG 114c 1944 £1 violet and black on scarlet paper top
marginal strip of three, unmounted o.g., left stamp HPF
#8 broken crown, #9 ‘white lip’

P223007725 £120.00 
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385
SG 123 1926-41 $4 green and
brown, unmounted o.g.

P223003147 £160.00 

386
SG 124 1922-41 $5 green and
orange, unmounted o.g.

P223003148 £100.00 

387
SG 77 1904-10 $100 green and
scarlet, wmk rosette, very fine
unmounted o.g.

P223006434 £850.00 

382
SG 23/25 1880 (Mar) “10 / cents.” on 30c claret, type 12
surcharge, vertical pair showing types “d” (upper
stamp) and “b” se-tenant, part to large part o.g. Light
tones and adhesions on reverse, and the lower stamp
with unobtrusive crease, but fine appearance with fresh
colour. A very rare pair, with type “d” occurring only
six times in the setting of 60, and this combination only
possible from R4-5/2 and R4-5/5. Ex Dr Wood. (cat
£5100+)

P223004576 £3,750.00 

383
SG 109x 1899 4c on 5c carmine, type 36 surcharge,
variety wmk reversed, block of 4, fresh o.g. (lower pair
unmounted). Minor bends and gum creases barely
detract. (cat £560+)

P223005006 £450.00 

MALAYA - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

MALAYA - JOHORE

384
SG 138 1904-10 $5 dull green and brown-orange, wmk MCA,
ordinary paper, fine o.g.

P223006433 £350.00 
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388
SG 22w 1919-21 Wmk MCA 21c mauve and purple,
variety wmk Crown to LEFT of CA (from back), fresh
unmounted o.g. Very scarce, especially unmounted.

P223002450 £275.00 

389
SG 31a 1921-32 Script wmk 20c black and yellow-
green, variety “Feather in hat”, from Plate “1”, R9/5,
fine o.g. Very scarce, being the first example of this
charmingly named flaw that we have been able to offer
on this value.

P223003102 £160.00 

390
SG 68a 1938-40 1c black Type II, ‘wet‘ printing,
unmounted o.g. Very fine for this scarce stamp.

P223003133 £180.00 

391
SG 69 1940 2c bright green Type II, ‘dry‘ printing, very
fine large part o.g. Fresh.

P223007228 £200.00 

MALAYA - KEDAH

392
SG 76/90 1950-55 set of 21 to $5, unmounted o.g.

P223006543 £160.00 

MALAYA - KELANTAN

393
SG 61/81 1951-5 set of twenty-one to $5 green and brown, fine unmounted o.g.

P223007234 £200.00 



394
SG 81a 1953 $5 green and sepia, unmounted o.g. Scarce

P223007235 £160.00 

MALAYA - NEGRI SEMBILAN

395
SG 21/39 1935-41 set of nineteen, unmounted o.g.

P223007686 £160.00 

396
SG 28a 1941 6c grey bottom marginal block of four with Plate 1, unmounted o.g., R10/4 stop omitted at right.
Vertical fold between the stamps, otherwise immaculate

P223007238 £375.00 

397
SG 42-62 1949-55 definitive set of twenty-one, unmounted o.g.

P223007241 £130.00 
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MALAYA - PAHANG

398
SG 25b 1899 (Jan) 4c on Perak 8c dull purple and ultramarine, type 13 surcharge, error SURCHARGE DOUBLE,
fresh and fine o.g. Rare thus, with only one pane of 60 likely to have existed, and most surviving examples no
longer in such fine condition. [N.B. The Part I 2022 price for this error in USED condition is incorrect (!!).]

P223003103 £950.00 

399
SG 47/8 1948 RSW 10c and $5, in blocks of four, respectively lower right corner with plate number “1” and lower
marginal with imprint, unmounted o.g.

P223002553 £125.00 

400
SG 53-73 1950-6 set of twenty-one, unmounted o.g.

P223007688 £120.00 

401
SG 73a 1954 $5 green and sepia, fine unmounted o.g.

P223007279 £170.00 
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406
SG 119 1940 $1 black and red on
blue paper, fresh unmounted o.g.

P223007272 £150.00 

407
SG 120 1940 $2 green and scarlet,
large part o.g.

P223007273 £125.00 

408
SG 121 1941 $5 green and red on
emerald paper, fresh large part o.g.,
barely a trace of previous mounting

P223007274 £240.00 

MALAYA - PENANG

402
SG 3/22 1949-52 set of twenty to $5, unmounted o.g.

P223007435 £140.00 

MALAYA - PERAK

403
SG 29/a 1886 1c on 2c pale rose, type 26 surcharge, horizontal pair, the left stamp (pos. 3 of triplet setting) error
“One” INVERTED, o.g. The normal with thin spots, the error very fine. Very rare, and particularly spectacular and
desirable in this se-tenant form. BPA cert (2004).

P223004315 £3,500.00 

404
SG 88/102 1935-7 set of fifteen to $5, fine fresh o.g., very fresh colours

P223007268 £250.00 

405
SG 103s/21s 1938-41 type 51 set of 19 to $5, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type D20 except 1941 2c, 3c, 8c and 15c type D21),
large part o.g. Usual perf irregularities as a result of misplacement of the perfin, and a few cents values with odd
short perfs, still much above average for this difficult set. (cat £650)

P223000250 £495.00 
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411
SG 60a 1895-99 50c green and
black, variety “Dented frame” (left
pane, R4/5), fiscally used by part
“STAMP OFFICE” oval ds which
leaves variety clear. Faintly toned
but exceptionally rare, this being
the only example (in any condition)
that we can recall seeing. Maximum
of 505 possible, but in practice only
a handful can exist as the bulk of
this printing was used to create the
1c and 3c surcharges of October
1900 (= SG 66b, 67).

P223001780 £350.00 

412
SG 67b 1900 (Oct) 3c on 50c green
and black, type 45 surcharge,
variety “Dented frame” (left pane,
R4/5), o.g. Small tone speck on
reverse, still fine and fresh. Very
scarce. (cat £400)

P223005024 £275.00 

413
SG 86/7 var 1941 $5 green and red
on emerald paper, Type 48,
prepared for use but not issued
(except with overprints during the
Japanese Occupation), top
marginal. Hinged on the selvedge,
the stamp unmounted o.g.

P223007447 £180.00 

409
SG 128/48 1950-6 set of twenty-one, plus the 3c, 4c, 5c and 10ct listed shades, fine unmounted o.g.

P223007275 £210.00 

MALAYA - PERLIS

410
SG 7/27 1951-5 set of twenty-one to $5, unmounted o.g.

P223007439 £180.00 

MALAYA - SELANGOR

414
SG 90/110 1949-55 set of twenty-one to $5, unmounted o.g.

P223007450 £110.00 
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417
SG 44 1938 Script watermark $5
green and red on yellow paper,
unmounted o.g. A key unmounted
stamp for the KG VI collector

P223007456 £650.00 

418
SG 58d 1922 MBE $5 green and
dull purple, variety Small second “A”
in “MALAYA” from column 6 of the
setting (6x5) and additionally
showing raised type between “M”
and first “A”, fine large part o.g.
(typical traces of backing adhesion).
Maximum of 113 possible, and far
above average.

P223006562 £600.00 

419
1941 unissued 2ct yellow-orange,
large part o.g., fresh colour and
scarce

P223007458 £175.00 

MALAYA - TRENGGANU

415
SG 26/43 1921-41 Script watermark set of eighteen to $3, part o.g. to unmounted o.g., fresh colours

P223007454 £225.00 

416
SG 36/40 1921-6 12ct to 35ct values in interpanneau blocks of four, large part o.g., with the lower pair in each block
unmounted. Unusual multiples

P223007464 £150.00 



MALAYA - JAPANESE OCCUPATION

420
SG J81b 1942 (15 Apr) Penang 8c grey, type 13 opt, error opt double, one inverted, lower marginal, very fine o.g.
Spectacular and rare.

P223002667 £600.00 

421
SG J162a 1942 (3 Apr) Negri Sembilan 2c orange, chop “E” in violet (-brown), lower right corner block of 10 (5x2)
with full DLR imprint, fresh unmounted o.g. Typical light gum bends and minor off-setting on reverse, still a fine
and attractive positional piece. Rare. Signed Rowell.

P223005725 £800.00 

MALDIVE ISLANDS

422
SG 156w 1965 Nubian Monuments 15l red-brown and deep violet, wmk w12, variety WMK INVERTED,
unmounted o.g. Very scarce. Stated to be just two sheets discovered, and the first example we can recall handling.

P223007403 £100.00 
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MALTA

423
SG 35 1899-1901 10s blue-black, wmk CC, brilliant large part o.g.

P223006566 £100.00 

424
SG 221a 1938-43 2d slate-black top marginal block of six with R2/7 extra windows, unmounted o.g.

P223002852 £190.00 

425
SG 221bb 1943 2d scarlet lower right corner block of eight, R5/8 flag on citadel, unmounted o.g.

P223002866 £130.00 
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426

SG 229a 1938-43 2/6d black and scarlet unmounted
o.g. corner block of six, R4/9 damaged value tablet.
Natural bends, not affecting variety, a fine positional
multiple

P223002861 £425.00 

427
SG 230a 1938-43 5/- black and green positional block of
four, lower right stamp with R2/7 ‘semaphore’ flaw,
unmounted o.g.

P223002857 £100.00 

428
SG 234/248 1948-53 Self-Government set of twenty-one to 10/- black and carmine, unmounted o.g.

P223002882 £90.00 

429
SG 238cc 1948 Self-Government 2d yellow-ochre corner block of four, Pl. 2 R5/1 cracked plate, large part o.g., fine
positional block

P223002871 £120.00 



430
SG 238b 1948 Self-Government 2d scarlet corner block of six, R5/8 flag on citadel, o.g. Hinged only on the
selvedge, which has a bend, clear of the stamps

P223002870 £160.00 

431
SG 247a 1948 Self-Government 5/- black and green positional block of four, unmounted o.g., R4/10 joined NT.
Difficult in a positional block

P223002880 £400.00 

432
SG 266/282 1956-8 set of seventeen to £1 (eight with part imprint), unmounted o.g.

P223007491 £130.00 
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433
SG 346b 1965-70 5s “HAFMED”, error GOLD (FRAMEWORK) OMITTED, lower right corner block of 6 (3x2)
with “1A” plate numbers confirming the error, unmounted o.g. Rare, and highly desirable in this positional form.

P223007820 £1,600.00 

434
SG D5a Postage Due. 1925 Typeset 2½d black, horizontal pair, the left stamp error “2” of “½” omitted, very fine o.g.
The error occurred at R4/4 on the last pane position to be printed in the complete sheets of 168 (four impressions
of the 6x7 setting). BPA cert (2008).

P223007113 £900.00 

435
SG 14 1869 (DE 22) entire letter from Gozo to Mosta, franked by 1863-81 ½d buff-brown, wmk CC, rough perf
12½, 10th printing, tied by very fine complete strike of code ‘B’ duplex. Stamp affected by unobtrusive filing fold,
nevertheless very neat and attractive. A rarity as an entire (with contents, proving Gozo origin), the vast majority of
surviving 1860-84 local “½d buff ” covers being (empty) envelopes. Ex R.C.B. Smith (no. 61520 - Spink 9/12/2009,
lot 126).

P190013335 £650.00 
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436
SG Z23, 34 1876 (SP 26) cover to Livorno, correctly franked at 2½d by Great Britain 1870-79 ½d rose-red (pl.13)
and 1858-69 2d blue (pl.14), tied by two fine strikes of type Z5 duplex. Transit (27 SET) and arrival (29 SET)
backstamps. Contemporary docketing on reverse, still an attractive and scarce cover (orange envelope).

P212016689 £175.00 

MAURITIUS

437
SG 128 1901 (AU 13) Royal Visit purple/buff postcard, locally addressed, franked by 1895-99 2c dull purple and
orange, tied by Forest Side cds with partial Carrier Mark below. A very neat usage, and scarce in such nice
condition.

P212020921 £225.00 

MONTSERRAT

438
SG 94s/97s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type W8), o.g. The 1½d and 2½d hinged, the latter
somewhat heavily, the 1d and 1/- unmounted (cat £110).

P223001511 £95.00 
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MOROCCO AGENCIES

439
SG 9c/14c 1899 short set of 6 to 50c, type 2 DLR opt, in matching upper right corner plate “2” blocks of 6 (2x3),
each with R3/5 showing Hyphen between “nc”, o.g. (most, inclg varieties, unmounted). Minor marginal creasing,
and one 40c with surface fault, still attractive and highly desirable in this proving positional form, the 40c (100
possible) and 50c (150 possible) rare thus.

P223007821 £1,100.00 

440
Spanish Currency. 1906 KEVII overprints on GB, selection of four postal stationery items comprising 5c on ½d
green and 10c on 1d carmine post cards, and 5c on ½d yellow-green and 10c on 1d bright carmine wrappers,
unused. A very fine quartet. Higgins & Gage R13/14, RE6/7.

P223004565 £125.00 
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441
SG 47, 60, 231/34 1933 (27 AP) registered cover from Tangier to Brazil, endorsed “per GRAF ZEPPELIN” and
carried on the 1st South American flight, franked by 1914-31 4d, 1925-36 6d, and 1927 Tangier set of 4 to 2d, tied
by three strikes of Tangier registered oval with registration label at left and two different special flight cachets (1
red, 1 blue) alongside. Backstamped at Pernambuco (9 V 33). Fine and attractive.

P223007017 £375.00 

442
SG 46, 61 1933 (24 MY) registered cover from Tangier to Brazil, carried on the 2nd South American flight, franked
by 1914-31 British Currency 3d, and 1925-36 1s, tied by Tangier registered oval with registration label and special
“MIT ZEPPELIN / EUROPA - SUDAMERIKA” airmail etiquette at left. Two different special flight cachets (1 red, 1
green) at centre. Backstamped at Tangier, Paris (25.5) and Santos (7 JUN). Trivial envelope toning at upper left, still
fine and very scarce.

P223007020 £425.00 
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443
SG 46, 61 1933 (24 MY) registered postcard from Tangier to Brazil, endorsed “By Graf Zeppelin / Printed Matter”
and carried on the 4th South American flight, franked by British Currency 1914-31 3d and 1925-36 1s, tied by
Tangier registered oval with registration label and special “VIA ZEPPELIN / FRIEDRICHSHAFEN” airmail
etiquette at left. Special flight cachet in red and Friedrichshafen cds (5.8) at centre. Backstamped at Paris (27.7) and
Pernambuco (9 VIII). Very fine and attractive.

P223007022 £375.00 

444
SG 47, 60 1933 (21 AU) cover from Tangier to Brazil, endorsed “By ordinary mail to London / By Graf Zeppelin to
Brazil” and carried on the 6th South American flight, franked by British Currency 1914-31 4d and 1925-36 6d, and
Tangier 1927 ½d, tied by two strikes of Tangier cds. Three special flight cachets at left (2 red, 1 blue). Backstamped
at Berlin (2.9) and Rio de Janeiro (6 SET). Fine and attractive.

P223007023 £395.00 
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NATAL

445
SG 4 1857-61 embossed 3d rose, a large example (33 x
34mm) with good embossing (just in at foot) and
showing trace of adjoining example at left, lightly
cancelled on piece by crown cds of Durban, dated “4
DE”. Vertical crease still much above average. RPS cert
(1970). (cat £500)

P223007825 £275.00 

446
SG 19 1863 1d carmine-red, thick paper, no wmk, perf
13, brilliant large part o.g. with lovely colour. Partly
separated by scissors as often, but with all perfs intact.
Faint bend, still very fine for this. (cat £130).

P190005821 £110.00 

447
SG 86/9 1877 (13 Feb) ½d on 1d rose, “type 19” surcharge, block of 15 (5x3) from R7-9/2-6 of a right pane with
marginal wmk line at right, showing four different varieties of the “½” fraction se-tenant (with “b” x2, “c” x6, “d”
x5, “e” x2), o.g. (the two lower rows unmounted). Odd imperfections (middle column with unobtrusive crease, a few
short or toned perfs, tiny gum blemishes), still remarkably fine overall condition, with fresh colour. A rare and
fascinating multiple; only 99 sheets (=396 panes) were surcharged (by separate 6x10 settings for the “HALF” and
“½” elements), and in the past 20 years we have only offered single examples and one pair (both type “a”). (cat
£1845++}. [We have concluded that the top row shows types c, e, d, c, c, the middle row types c, d, b, c, c, the
bottom row types d, e, d, b, d, but the overlap of the fractions with the “HALF” inevitably makes a couple of these
identifications tentative. Types “a” and “f ” appear to be absent. Plating of this issue is complex, but on the basis of
the detailed study by E.W. Mann in London Philatelist Vol XLIX, pp. 64-5 it would appear that on each pane Rows
1-6 showed type “a” throughout, while row 10 had a different arrangement of types compared with the bottom row
of this 5x3 block. Those observations permit the deducti(more...)

P223004320 £1,400.00 



NEW GUINEA

450
SG 177/89 1932-34 “Bird of Paradise” set of 15 to £1, redrawn without dates, brilliant o.g.

P223006571 £300.00 

451
SG O31/41 Official. 1931 “Bird of Paradise” (with dates) set of 11 to 5s, type O3 opt, matching upper left corner
examples (except ½d left marginal only), brilliant unmounted o.g. (hinged in margins). Now scarce in this
exceptional condition.

P223003278 £295.00 

NEW HEBRIDES

452
SG 1b/9 1908 set of 9 to 1s (both), fresh and fine, large part o.g. to o.g. Only 2280 issued of ½d wmk CA, 1440 of 1s
wmk CA.

P190006828 £200.00 
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448
SG 142 1902 £1 black and bright blue, wmk CC, fine
large part o.g.

P223004597 £350.00 

449
SG 144s 1902 KEVII £5 mauve and black, opt
“SPECIMEN”, fresh large part o.g. Slight gum wrinkles
as often, still well above average. (cat £275)

P223004915 £195.00 



453
SG 36s/38s 1921 1d to 6d set of three with Script watermark, overprinted SPECIMEN type D12x, unmounted o.g.,
very scarce in this condition.

P223001479 £110.00 

NEW SOUTH WALES

454
SG 297c 1897-99 “Coin” reissue 5s reddish purple, perf 11, lower left corner block of 18 (6x3) with convulvulus
pattern, o.g. (yellow gum). Slight separation (sensibly reinforced) and gum wrinkling, still an impressive positional
piece, the upper right stamp with “dog-leg” plate scratch. (cat £900++)

P223007581 £550.00 

NEW ZEALAND

455
SG 4 1855-58 1d red on blue paper, bright colour with clear to large margins (close at left), lightly cancelled by part
“(DRU)RY / N(EW) ZEALAND” cds which leaves Queen’s face clear. An exceptional and beautiful stamp, of great
rarity with such a dated cancel (“DEC 6”, year uncertain). Ex “Dubois” (Matthew Bennett 23/5/2007, lot 2029 -
realised US$3200), with RPSNZ cert (2020).

P223003106 £2,250.00 
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456
SG 4 1855-58 1d (dull) red on blue paper, no wmk,
imperforate horizontal strip of 3 with close to (mostly)
very large margins (traces of adjoining stamps at foot
and right), attractively cancelled by crisp “18” numerals
of Otago. The middle stamp with pre-printing paper
fold, still a very fine and scarce multiple. Ex Mann and
Silk (when a strip of 4) and Patterson (Schuyler Rumsey
27 Apr 2019, lot 6032). BPA cert (2000). (cat £6000+)

P223002470 £4,500.00 

457
SG 5 1855-58 2d blue on blue paper, no wmk,
imperforate horizontal strip of 4 with close to very large
margins (trace of adjoining stamp at left), each pair
neatly cancelled by central “18” numeral of Otago.
Minor imperfections (tiny thin, corner crease), still very
fine appearance. An attractive and very scarce multiple.
Ex Hackmey (Spink Shreves 20 May 2010, lot 2058).
BPA cert (1994) and Roumet handstamps on reverse.

P223002468 £950.00 

458
SG 8 1857-63 1d dull orange on hard white paper, no
wmk, imperforate with good to large margins, fresh
large part o.g. A very fine example of this rarity. Ex
“Samos” and Sir Gawaine Baillie (Sotheby’s 15 Feb
2006, lot 15 - described as “exceptional”).

P223002467 £3,500.00 

459
SG 8 1857-63 1d dull orange on hard white paper, no
wmk, imperforate with good to very large margins,
neatly cancelled by large part “10” numeral of
Wellington. A fine example. Ex Hackmey (Spink
Shreves 20 May 2010, lot 2082).

P223002465 £650.00 

460
SG 35 1862-64 1d carmine-vermilion, wmk large star,
imperforate horizontal pair with mostly large margins,
fresh large part o.g. with lovely colour. A fine and rare
multiple. Ex “Yeroc” and Sir Gawaine Baillie (Sotheby’s
15 Feb 2006, lot 22).

P223002462 £1,250.00 

461
SG 40 1862-64 3d brown-lilac, wmk large star,
imperforate with good to very large margins, large part
o.g. Slight gum creasing, still a really fine example
showing strong colour burring in the left margin. (cat
£600)

P223002091 £425.00 

462
SG 43 1862-64 6d red-brown, wmk large star,
imperforate with mostly huge margins showing
portions of adjoining stamps on three sides, lightly
cancelled with portrait largely clear. A remarkable
stamp for the connoisseur.

P223002461 £325.00 

463
SG 51 1862-64 2d pale blue, wmk large star, rouletted 7
at Auckland, lightly cancelled by part numeral and red
transit cds which leave portrait clear. Roulettes on three
sides (complete at top and bottom but cutting in to
design at top), still a handsome example with large
portion of adjoining stamp at foot. Brandon cert
(1993). (cat £750)

P223002460 £450.00 
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464
SG 97 1864 1d carmine-vermilion, wmk “NZ”,
imperforate with large to very large margins, large part
o.g. with lovely colour. Superb and rare. Ex Hackmey
(Spink Shreves 20 May 2010, lot 2306, realised $1800).

P223002459 £1,250.00 

465
SG 98 1864 2d blue, wmk “NZ”, imperforate with
mostly huge margins showing traces of adjoining
stamps on three sides, lightly cancelled by part numeral
which leaves majority of design clear. A rarity in this
exceptional condition. Odenweller cert (2015).

P223002458 £550.00 

466
SG 112 var 1884 Chalon 1d imperf, official reprint in
pale orange on large star paper, BLOCK OF 16 with
mostly good to large margins except just touched at top
and bottom, without gum as prepared. Attractive and
rare in this form. See Part I footnote after SG125. (cat
£1520+)

P223002473 £1,250.00 

467
SG 117 1864-67 3d lilac, wmk large star, perf 12½,
block of 4, large part o.g. A few toned perfs, still an
attractive multiple with lovely colour. Ex Hackmey
(Spink Shreves 20 May 2010, lot 2346, realised $600).

P223002457 £550.00 

468
SG 328a 1902-07 2s blue-green, wmk 43, perf 14, fresh
unmounted o.g. Typical perfs and minor gum bend,
still fine and very scarce unmounted. CP E20e(3), cat
NZ$1250.

P223006582 £350.00 

469
SG 329b 1902-07 5s dull red, wmk 43, perf 14, brilliant
unmounted o.g. Typical perfs still a splendid example,
rare in such lovely condition. CP E21e, cat NZ$2500.

P223006588 £750.00 
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471
SG 584c 1936-42 6d scarlet “Harvesting”, wmk 98,
perf 14½x14, 1942 DLR printing on fine paper,
lower left corner block of 4 with plate number “2”,
unmounted o.g. Very fine and scarce. CP L9d (cat
NZ$525).

P223001663 £195.00 

472
SG 590c 1936-42 3s chocolate and yellow-brown “Mount
Egmont”, wmk 98, perf 14x13½, lower left corner block of 4
with plate number “1”, unmounted o.g. From the 1942
‘second perforation’ printing (actually perf 14¼x13½) with
imperf side margin. CP L14g (cat NZ$300).

P223001666 £110.00 

470
SG 584 1936-42 5d ultramarine ‘Swordfish’, wmk 98, perf 13-14x13½, lower left corner block of 4 from plate ‘1’
with engine turning in left margin and very scarce thus, fresh and fine o.g. (lower pair unmounted). [N.B. The
engine turning was normally cut off when the sheets were trimmed prior to being issued.]

P212022556 £175.00 

473
SG F205w Postal Fiscal. 1940-58 30s brown, wmk 98
inverted, unmounted o.g. Scarce.

P223006598 £400.00 474
SG O87a Official. 1913-25 2s blue, Cowan paper,
horizontal pair, the right stamp variety “No stop”, fresh
large part o.g. A couple of shortish perfs barely detract.
Scarce. (cat £335)

P223006597 £250.00 
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477
SG A2 1911-13 ½d deep green “VICTORIA LAND”,
tied to piece by “BRIT ANTARCTIC EXPD” FIRST
DAY cds, dated “JA 18 13”. Very fine.

P223006738 £850.00 

478
SG A3 1911-13 1d carmine, opt “VICTORIA LAND”,
upper right corner block of 4 with “page” number
“D665397”, showing variety “Raised IA in VICTORIA”
on lower right stamp (R2/24), brilliant unmounted o.g.
A scarce and most attractive positional multiple. Only
100 sheets overprinted.

P223003175 £295.00 

475
Revenue. 1884-1935 printed to order “QV” £22,667
gold and blue ultra-high value, imperforate with good
margins, tied to piece (in combination with 1925-30 10s
brown-red) by embossed cancel, tin foil tab and
“STAMP DUTIES DEPT / AUCKLAND” cds, dated “3
OC 27”, with “GvR” cypher label on reverse. Minor
wrinkling of no consequence, as this value is almost
certainly unique.

P223006726 £450.00 

476
Revenue. 1935-54 printed to order “Arms” £5,458 gold
and blue ultra-high value, imperforate with trimmed
margins as often (touching at top), tied to piece (in
combination with 1938-44 postage 3d blue) by
embossed cancel, perfin and “STAMP DUTIES DEPT /
WELLINGTON” cds, dated “4 JE 43”. Trivial
blemishes, still fine and very rare.

P223006725 £250.00 

NEW ZEALAND - ANTARCTIC EXPEDITIONS
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NEWFOUNDLAND

479
SG 12 1860 4d orange-vermilion on medium hand-
made paper, good to large margins with dazzling colour
and exceptional impression, brilliant large part o.g. A
rarity in this lovely condition.

P223007793 £4,500.00 

NIGER COAST

480
SG 73 1897-98 2s6d bistre-brown, wmk CA, perf 14½-
15, lower left corner example, brilliant o.g. Very fine.

P223008270 £95.00 

481
SG 73a var 1898 2/6d olive-bistre perf 15½-16 in a
cinnamon shade, fine large part o.g., fine

P223008273 £90.00 

482
SG 74 1898 10/- deep violet, perf 14½ x 15, fine large
part o.g.

P223008276 £180.00 

483
SG 74b 1898 10/- deep violet, perf 13½ x 14, bottom
marginal, unmounted o.g.; very fine

P223008279 £275.00 

484
SG 74b 1898 10/- deep violet perf 13½ x 14, lower left
corner block of four, fine o.g. with the lower pair
unmounted; very fine

P223008281 £950.00 

485
SG 74ba 1897-98 10s bright violet, wmk CA, perf 13½-
14, right marginal block of 4 from the 1899 third
printing, showing a strong aniline reaction on the
reverse, fresh o.g. Upper pair with slight gum creasing,
still attractive and scarce. (cat £520+)

P223008282 £350.00 



486
SG 74c 1897-98 10s deep violet, wmk CA, compound perf 13½-14 x 12-13, lower left corner block of 4, the left
vertical pair perf 12 at top and bottom, brilliant o.g. A very fine and rare positional piece. [N.B. In addition to the
compound perfs on the left vertical pair, the vertical perforations of the lower right stamp measure 13½ for the top
half, 12 for the bottom half.]

P223008284 £1,100.00 

NIGERIA

487
SG 11b 1914-29 10s green and red/blue-green, PALE OLIVE BACK, wmk MCA, o.g. A very fine example of this
rare printing. RPS cert (1987).

P223007133 £1,100.00 

488
SG 34/45 1936 set of 12 to £1, fresh and fine, o.g.

P223006745 £250.00 

489
SG 69/80 1953-58 set of 13 to £1, unmounted o.g.

P223005232 £90.00 
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NORTH BORNEO

490
SG 21b/28 1886-87 composite colour trial sheet in orange on thin wove, comprising type 9 (“POSTAGE” at foot) ½c,
1c, 2c, 4c, 10c and unissued 12c se-tenant. Lower left corner (containing 8c) excised, still attractive and rare.

P223002095 £250.00 

491
SG 36/44 btwn 1888-92 type 14 (“POSTAGE & REVENUE” at foot) ½c, 1c, 2c, 8c and 10c “die proofs”,
lithographed in brown on thin wove. Cut from a composite sheet. A couple of trivial wrinkles, still fine and
attractive.

P223002104 £125.00 

492
SG 124 1899 “4 / CENTS” on $10 brown, type 48 surcharge with 4½mm between lines, large part o.g. Trivial
wrinkles but very fine appearance with exceptional perfs and centring. Scarce. (cat £140)

P223004905 £110.00 
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493
SG 214/26 1918 (Aug) Red Cross short set of 11 to 24c + 2c, lower marginal blocks of 4, fresh unmounted o.g.
Attractive multiples.

P223004655 £450.00 

494
SG 313a 1939 25ct green and chocolate with vignette printed double, once sideways and albino, fresh and fine o.g.
The misplaced impression is readily visible at top right.

P223007485 £190.00 

495
SG 320/34 1945 “BMA” set of 15 to $5, BLOCKS OF 4, each centrally cancelled by Limbang ($1), Victoria ($2) or
Sandakan cds. The 15c with perf faults, still attractive and scarce in this form and condition.

P223007665 £550.00 

496
SG 356/70 1950-52 set of 16 to $10, unmounted o.g.

P223006750 £140.00 
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497
SG J1 1942 (30 Sept 1c green and red-brown, type 1
H/S in violet (‘Jesselton II’), neatly cancelled by part
strike of Jesselton type JD1 cds in violet, dated ‘17 12’
(= Dec 1942).

P212022314 £250.00 

498
SG J35/6, 42/3 1945 (1 Aug) piece with 1944-45 1s, 2s,
10s, 15s, type 8 opts on Japan, tied by very fine strike of
type JD4 Kuching Japanese cds, dated “1 8 2605”. Odd
minor traces of toning and the 1s value a little
discoloured, still an attractive and scarce item. (cat
£172).

P223005574 £110.00 

499
SG J40a 1944-45 6s orange “Lighthouse”, type 8 opt on
Japan, top marginal vertical strip of four showing
ERROR OPT DOUBLE, ONE INVERTED, fresh
unmounted o.g. (typical minor traces of backing
adhesion). The inverted impression falls mainly on the
top perfs of each stamp, and was supplemented by a
further impression in the normal position. A
spectacular and very rare multiple, the largest we have
seen of this remarkable error. BPA cert (2002).
[Although a sheet must have existed, it would appear
that the error was not noticed at the time, and most
examples were used as singles, with some likely to have
been lost for ever.] (cat £2800+).

P223005575 £2,250.00 

NORTH BORNEO - 
JAPANESE OCCUPATION



500
SG J40a, 35/9, 41/5, 46/7 1945 (30 Aug) locally addressed cover with 1944-45 1s to 1y, 13 values (lacking only the
30s), type 8 opts on Japan, neatly arranged and tied by seven clear strikes of type JD4 Kuching Japanese cds, dated
“30 8 2605”, the 6s orange exceptionally showing ERROR OPT DOUBLE, ONE INVERTED. Odd minor traces of
toning (not affecting most of the stamps, or the error), still most attractive and colourful, and a remarkable usage of
the error on cover. [The inverted opt falls on the top and bottom perfs and was clearly not noticed by the printer or
users. Only one sheet of the error can have existed, and it seems likely that many will have been used and lost.]
(Stamps cat £1250+).

P223005526 £1,000.00 

NORTHERN NIGERIA

501
SG 22ba 1905-07 2d dull purple and yellow, wmk MCA, chalk-surfaced paper, variety Damaged frame and crown
(left pane, R1/3), fine used with “OC 29 1908” cds. Very scarce. Listed but unpriced in Part I 2022.

P223007823 £450.00 

NORTHERN RHODESIA

502
SG 25s/45s 1938-52 set of 15 to 20s, perf “SPECIMEN” type W8a (with missing pin in “S”), except ½d and 2d
second colours W8, fresh UNMOUNTED o.g. 20s with horizontal gum crease, still a rare and exceptionally
desirable set in lovely fresh condition, this the first unmounted set we have seen or handled. (cat £750)

P212016576 £750.00 
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NYASALAND

503
SG 59/62b 1902 (6 NOV) master die proof of frame and portrait for the 1903-04 small format low values, with
uncleared value tablets and surround, in black on glazed card (92 x 60mm), stamped “BEFORE / HARDENING” at
upper right and dated in blue at upper left. A rare and important proof, in very fine condition.

P223008435 £950.00 

504
SG 100s/13s 1921-33 set of 13 to 10s, Script wmk, opt or perf (1s and 5s - type D19) “SPECIMEN”, large part o.g.
Odd imperfections (2s6d ragged perfs, 10s one toned perf) still attractive and difficult to assemble, as a result of
piecemeal distribution over nine years. (cat £650)

P223008437 £450.00 

505
SG 123s/26s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf “SPECIMEN” (type W8), fine large part o.g.

P223008439 £140.00 

506
SG 127s/29s 1937 Coronation set of 3, perf “SPECIMEN” (type B9), fresh large part o.g.

P223008462 £150.00 
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507
SG 130s/43s 1938-44 set of 18 to £1, perf “SPECIMEN” (type W8 except ½d brown type W8a, 2s to £1 type D20),
large part o.g. to o.g. Odd shortish perfs and the 2s6d, 5s and 10s with characteristic brownish gum, still a fine set
with lovely fresh colours. Well above average for this sought-after set. (cat £1000)

P223008433 £750.00 

508
SG 139/43 1938-44 Keyplate set of 5, 2s to £1, unmounted o.g.

P223008463 £180.00 

509
SG 144s/57s 1945 set of 14 to 20s, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type B9), large part o.g. Odd shortish perfs as often, still a
really fine set. (cat £550)

P223008436 £475.00 
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510
SG 139/42 1938 (1 JAN) registered “Selfridge” cover from Limbe to England, franked by 1938-44 Keyplate 2s, 2s6d,
5s, 10s, tied by two very fine strikes of Ldespatch cds on FIRST DAY OF ISSUE, with blue/white registration label at
lower left. The envelope truncated at foot and right, still attractive and scarce.

P223008418 £225.00 

511
SG 130/42 1938 (12 JAN) set of six registered “Selfridge” covers from Blantyre to England, together bearing the
original 1938(-44) set of 11 to 10s in CORNER BLOCKS OF 4, each cancelled by central despatch cds, with
matching black registration h/s (Proud type R5) alongside (consecutively numbered). The ½d with sheet number
“00312” while the 2s, 2s6d and 10s are exceptionally matching from upper left corner with PLATE NUMBER “1”.
A most remarkable assemblage, clearly intended as first day covers but not serviced until eleven days after the
stamps were issued.

P223008421 £950.00 
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514
SG F14 Postal Fiscal. 1882-86 £2 red-brown, brilliant
unmounted o.g. Very scarce in this exceptional
condition.

P223006757 £250.00 

515
SG F15 Postal Fiscal. 1882-86 £5 green, fresh
unmounted o.g. and very scarce thus. Tiny inclusion
hardly detracts.

P223006758 £250.00 

PALESTINE

516
SG 91 1927-32 3m ‘Rachel’s Tomb’, imperforate plate
proof in black on white glazed paper, block of 12 (4x3).
Folded through upper row, still attractive and very
scarce.

P223002288 £550.00 

ORANGE FREE STATE

512
1903-04 4d scarlet and sage-green, wmk CA, variety “IOSTAGE” for “POSTAGE”, lightly cancelled by part
Bloemfontein cds. Faint traces of perf toning hardly detract from very fine appearance. Attractive and very scarce.
(cat £475).

P223007715 £350.00 

513
SG F1/13 btwn Postal Fiscal. 1882-86 6d to £1, eight values comprising 6d pearl-grey, 1s purple-brown, 1s6d blue,
2s, 5s, 8s, 10s, and £1, unmounted o.g. Odd minor blemishes (wrinkles, 2s one faintly toned perf on reverse), still an
attractive group with lovely fresh colours. Scarce. (cat £566+)

P223006756 £495.00 
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PAPUA

517
SG 17, 18 1906 (8 Nov) 4d black & sepia and 6d black &
myrtle-green, type 3 (Port Moresby) opt, wmk horizontal,
each from upper right corner, o.g. Minor gum wrinkling
and small gum stains (visible from face on 6d), still
attractive and scarce in this matching positional form. Only
2970 issued of 4d (both wmks). (cat £310+)

P223003351 £175.00 

518
SG 20 1906 (8 Nov) 2s6d black and brown, type 3 (Port
Moresby) opt, wmk horizontal, fresh large part o.g. Only
2730 printed.

P223003352 £170.00 

519
SG 27 1906 (8 Nov 1s black and orange, type 3 (Port
Moresby) opt, vertical wmk, large part o.g. Fractionally
oxidised colour, still much above average for this rare
stamp. Only the second unused example we have handled
in more than 25 years. Clear Brandon cert (2003). (cat
£1800)

P223003358 £1,250.00 

520
SG 42a 1907 (May-June) 4d black and sepia, type 4
(Brisbane) opt, wmk vertical, thin paper, showing R4/3
pantograph variety Deformed “d” at left, very fine o.g.
Only 171 possible.

P223003359 £750.00 

521
SG 73 1907-10 Small “PAPUA” 2d black and
purple, wmk sideways, COMPOUND PERF
11x12½, upper marginal with centre guide, o.g.
Very fine for this rarity. BPA cert (2012).

P223003363 £1,700.00 

522
SG 91w 1911-15 2s6d rose-carmine, variety wmk
crown to right of A (as seen from back), very fine
o.g. Very scarce.

P223003367 £600.00 

523
SG F1b Postal Fiscal. 1912 1d rose-pink, type F1
“Stamp Duty.” opt, error OPT DOUBLE, c.t.o.
with central “SAMARAI E.D. / PAPUA” cds, as are
all known used examples. One short perf barely
detracts. Rare, the first used example we can recall
handling. Clear Ceremuga cert (2000) as SG 85
var. (cat £1700)

P223003376 £1,400.00 
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526
SG 18 1862-69 6d blue-green on yellowish paper, perf
11½-12, very fine o.g. Scarce.

P190007939 £170.00 

527
SG 25 1862-69 6d yellow-green on yellowish paper,
perf compound 11 (at top) and 11½-12, large part o.g.
Minor blemishes (gum bend, odd shortish perfs) and
centred to right, still well above average with very fresh
colour. Very scarce. (cat £375)

P190007941 £225.00 

524
SG 116a, 118, 120 1931 (31 JY) registered airmail cover to Liverpool, franked by 1930 Air set of 3, Harrison (6d) or
Ash printings, the 6d exceptionally showing “POSTACE” at left (R6/2), tied by individual light strikes of “PORT
MORESBY / PAPUA” cds, with registration label below. Backstamped at Brisbane and Perth. The variety very scarce
on cover, and fine.

P223003371 £250.00 

PITCAIRN ISLAND

525
SG 1/8 1940 set of 10 to 2s6d, unmounted o.g.

P223003980 £75.00 

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND



QUEENSLAND

528
SG 264a 1900 Patriotic Fund 1d (6d), four imperforate colour trials in deep green, pale blue, violet and deep blue,
on ungummed watermarked wove. Latter two show constant broken frame variety at upper right. Deep blue with
unobtrusive creasing otherwise very fine. A rare and highly attractive group.

P223007728 £1,000.00 

529
Impressed Duty: 1903 6d, 1s, 2s6d, 4s, 7s, 17s6d and £20 Black on green, Each fine used with ornate embossed
cancellation, the 17s6d tied to piece with complete cancel in red. A fine and attractive group, the 4s and above key
high values, and elusive in such lovely condition.

P223004656 £325.00 

RHODESIA

530
SG 96a 1905 “Victoria Falls” 5d claret, perf 14½ to 15, variety “Bird in tree” (R2/5), fresh large part o.g. Very scarce.

P223006764 £225.00 
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531
SG 149/50var 1910-13 10d carmine-vermilion and maroon, (RSC shade ‘D’ unrelated to
SG149/50) block of four, wonderfully fresh large part o.g. Short perf at upper left, still a
spectacular rarity which would grace even the finest collection, which has not been offered
on the open market for over 80 years. BPA cert (2022)

P223008171 £6,000.00

Show
n at 200%
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533
SG 157 1910-13 2s6d black and rose-carmine,
brilliant large part o.g.

P223006906 £375.00 

532
SG 155a 1910-13 2s6d black and crimson,
brilliant large part o.g.

P223006908 £350.00 

Available at www.stanleygibbons.com and through our customer service team on 01425 472 363.

Stock Code R2876-22
Price £29.95

Special Bundle Offer
Buy the print and digital versions together and 
get 50% OFF the price of the digital version.

Simply add both products to your basket
to activate the discount.

Digital Version

See ‘Digital Publications’ on our website.
Price £20.95

The 2022 edition of the New Zealand & Dependencies 
stamp catalogue is now available from Stanley Gibbons.

This catalogue provides a comprehensive priced listing 
of all New Zealand stamps from the early colonial 
stamps of 1855 to 2022. It also includes Antarctic 
Expeditions, Tokelau and Ross Dependency as well as 
pre-independence issues of Cook Islands, Niue and 
Samoa. Listings for the New Zealand post offi ce 
on Fanning, Washington and Pitcairn Islands are 
also provided.

New Zealand & 
Dependencies

Key Features
• Prices have been extensively revised throughout the 

catalogue with hundreds of increases throughout all 
periods, from the Chalon heads to modern issues.

• A comprehensive index of commemorative and pictorial 
stamps since 1946 allows individual stamps to be easily 
identifi ed.

• The Crowned Circle ‘Paid at’ handstamps in use at offices 
prior to the arrival of the fi rst stamps are listed and priced.

• The listings for issues up to 1970 have been extracted from 
the 2023 edition of the Stanley Gibbons Commonwealth 
and British Empire Stamps 1840-1970 Catalogue. Later 
issues have been revised and updated especially for 
this volume.

• The majority of stamps issued before1910 have been 
marked up – often very substantially – with further 
increases through to 1935 and beyond. Offi cials and 
Postage Dues see a similar pattern of increases.

• Dozens of newly listed varieties and errors.
• Helpful new notes have been added throughout, including 

descriptions of the counter-coil numbered pairs and the 
Silver Jubilee overprint varieties of Cook Islands and Niue.

• The fi rst set of postal fi scals with Large ‘NZ’ watermark is 
now listed as a separate set.

2022 Edition

New Zealand + Digital Ad.indd   1 22/07/2022   10:01:05
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534
SG 162 1910-13 7s6d carmine and bright blue, horizontal pair, fresh and very fine large
part o.g. Wonderful condition for this rarity, with gorgeous colour, and the first multiple
of this shade we have handled in over 20 years! BPA cert (2022)

P223008169 £10,000.00 

Show
n at 200%
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]
535

SG 215/16 1913-19 3d black and yellow, 4d black and
orange-red, Head die I, Perf 15, fine used, the former
at Bulawayo, the latter with attractive Salisbury cds
dated “7 MAY 15”.

P223004100 £55.00 

536
SG 255h 1917-20 8d red-lilac and bluish green, Head
die IIIA, Perf 14, neatly cancelled by part (Gat)ooma
cds, dated “JUL 1918”. Creased corner perf, still fine
and scarce. (cat £225).

P223003714 £175.00 

537
SG 255h 1917-20 8d red-lilac and bluish green, Head
die IIIA, Perf 14, neatly cancelled by large part cds,
dated “30 JUL 1918”. Slightly heavy cancel (leaving
portrait virtually clear), still fine and scarce. (cat £225).

P223003715 £150.00 

538
SG 259 1918-21 3d black and yellow, head die IIIB,
toned paper, upper right corner block of four, very
fresh o.g. Minor creasing, still a scarce and most
attractive positional multiple, with three stamps
unmounted.

P223001548 £175.00 

539
SG 261 1918-21 4d black and orange-red, head die
IIIB, toned paper, upper left corner block of four, fresh
o.g. A scarce and most attractive positional multiple,
with three stamps unmounted.

P223001549 £250.00 

540
SG 264 1918-21 5d black and green, head die IIIB,
toned paper, right marginal block of four, unmounted
o.g. Minor bends (and upper pair with trivial perf
tones), still a fine and scarce multiple, with lovely
colour.

P223001551 £110.00 

541
SG 266 1918-21 6d black and reddish lilac, head die
IIIB, toned paper, upper left corner block of four, very
fine unmounted o.g. A very scarce positional multiple,
in exceptional condition.

P223001552 £275.00 



542
SG 267 1918-21 8d dull purple and blue-green, head die IIIB, toned paper, upper marginal block of four with part
imprint (R1-2/6-7), fresh o.g. (upper pair unmounted). Odd shortish perfs, still a very scarce and attractive
positional multiple.

P223001553 £275.00 

RHODESIA & NYASALAND

543
SG 1/15 1954-6 set of sixteen to £1, unmounted o.g.

P223007492 £120.00 

ST HELENA

544
SG 55s/60s 1903 set of 6 to 2s, opt “SPECIMEN”, o.g. The 8d and 1s with odd shortish perfs, still a fine and
attractive set. (cat £275)

P223002383 £225.00 

545
SG 72s/81s 1912-16 set of 10 to 3s, opt “SPECIMEN”, large part o.g. to o.g. The 2s with slightly trimmed perfs at
top, still an attractive set with lovely fresh colours. (cat £375)

P223002384 £295.00 
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546
SG 97b 1922-37 ½d grey and black, horizontal pair, the right stamp variety “Torn flag” (R4/6), fine unmounted o.g.
A scarce variety on this value, as it was confined to the Dec 1922 first printing only.

P223008223 £350.00 

547
SG 113 1922-37 15s grey and purple/blue, lower marginal with plate number “1” (R5/11), very fine o.g. An
exceptional example of this key stamp. Very rare and desirable in this positional form, with no example available to
Stanton and Thorpe for illustration in their 2012 study. It demonstrates the differences in the plate plug and jubilee
line of the 15s (and £1) value in comparison with the 1d to 10s values from the same May 1922 printing. [Although
107 2/3 sheets of the 15s were supplied, it seems likely that the bulk of the printing was later destroyed. In the past
20 years we have only handled one other 15s plate number example, and that was from R1/11 (and hinged on the
face of the margin).]

P223004263 £1,500.00 

548
SG 124s/127s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type D19), o.g., unmounted save for the 2d value,
which also has an inconspicuous crease. (cat £190).

P223001513 £160.00 

549
SG 153/165 1953-59 set of 13 to 10s, unmounted o.g.

P223004008 £90.00 
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ST KITTS NEVIS

550
SG 61s/64s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf ‘SPECIMEN.’ (type W8), unmounted o.g. A few shorter perfs as
often, very scarce in unmounted condition.

P223001514 £100.00 

551
SG 68s/77s 1938 original set of 10 to 5/-, perforated ‘SPECIMEN’ (type D20), o.g. The occasional short perf (as
often), and the 1/- with a very faint toned patch on reverse, a fine set with lovely fresh colours. (cat £300)

P223001486 £240.00 

552
SG 75ba 1938-50 1s black and green, ordinary paper, perf 14, left marginal block of 4, the upper left stamp variety
“Break in value tablet frame” (R3/2), fresh unmounted o.g.

P223006912 £150.00 

ST LUCIA

553
SG 34/36 1883-86 4d brown, 6d lilac, 1s orange-brown, die I, each handstamped “SPECIMEN” (type D11) in red,
fresh unused. The 6d with trimmed perfs at top, otherwise a fine and very rare trio. Ex Latto (CRL 27 Oct 1992, lot
2602 part) and De La Rue archives. [See “The De La Rue Collection” p.5514.]

P223002092 £1,200.00 
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554
SG 109s/112s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf “SPECIMEN” (type D19), o.g., the ½d and 1/- unmounted, the
2½d a little heavily hinged.

P223001515 £75.00 

ST VINCENT

555
SG 67s/75s, vars 1899 Keyplate set of 9 to 5s, opt “SPECIMEN”, in intact vertical strips of five (the largest possible
multiples, as distributed by the UPU), brilliant unmounted o.g. Exceptionally, six values (½d, 2½d, 3d, 4d, 1s and
5s) are matching from R6-10/5 of the opt setting, and show the prominent constant variety “Broken M” on the
second stamp (R7/5). A superb set of multiples, the “Broken M” varieties (each only 12 possible) probably unique in
this form and condition.

P223004403 £1,500.00 

556
SG 121a 1915 (30 Jan) “ONE / PENNY.” on 1s black/green, type 20 surcharge, Error “ONE” (upper line)
OMITTED, very fine o.g. Spectacular and rare. BPA cert (1953) as former SG 120a.

P223004266 £1,400.00 
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558
SG 211 1945-53 “Arms” 30s brown, type 27 opt on New
Zealand, wmk 98, unmounted o.g.

P223006950 £200.00 

559
SG 212 1945-53 “Arms” £2 bright purple, type 27 opt
on New Zealand, wmk 98 (upright), unmounted o.g.

P223006951 £200.00 

560
SG 213 1945-53 “Arms” £3 green, type 27 opt on New
Zealand, wmk 98, unmounted o.g.

P223006952 £300.00 

561
SG 214 1945-53 “Arms” £5 indigo-blue, type 27 opt on
New Zealand, wmk 98, unmounted o.g.

P223006954 £425.00 

SAMOA

557
SG 207/10 1945-53 “Arms” set of 4 to £1, type 27 opt on New Zealand, wmk 98, unmounted o.g.

P223006948 £180.00 

SARAWAK

562
SG 50/61 1918 set of 12 to $1, no wmk, fine used. The 12c and $1 with matching Limbang cds, dated “18 MAR 22”.
Scarce.

P223003172 £200.00 

563
SG 63/71 1922-23 set of 9 to 32, no wmk, fine used.

P223003185 £60.00 



564
SG 76s/90s 1928-29 set of 15 to $1, wmk multiple rosettes, opt (D16) or perf (5c - type D19) “SPECIMEN”, large
part o.g. A couple of trivial blemishes, still a fine set with fresh colours. (cat £425)

P223003268 £375.00 

565
SG 91/105 1932 set of 15 to $1 in IMPERFORATE horizontal pairs on wmkd paper, without gum as always. A rare
and attractive set, the 1c and $1 with wide margin from right of sheet. Only one imperforate sheet of each value
existed.

P223003264 £1,200.00 

566
SG 106/25 1934-41 set of 26 to $10, unmounted o.g. (except 3c black, 4c bright purple lightly hinged). A fine set.

P223007138 £300.00 

567
SG 106/25 1934 original set of 20 to $10, in IMPERFORATE horizontal pairs, fresh unmounted o.g. Only one sheet
of each value existed, and very scarce unmounted. [N.B. The 1941 colour changes do not exist in this form.]

P223006955 £1,750.00 

568
SG 126/45 1945 “BMA” set of 20 to $10, used and very scarce thus. $5 with shallow thin, still a fine set. Only 3000
each issued of $3, $4, $5, 2500 of $10.

P223003261 £650.00 
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569
SG 150s/64s 1947 “Royal Cypher” set of 15 to $5, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type B9), unmounted o.g. $5 with one short
perf, otherwise a very fine set. Very scarce unmounted. (cat £400+)

P223003259 £350.00 

570
SG 171/185 1950 set of 15 to $5, unmounted o.g.

P223006037 £120.00 

571
SG 188/202 1955-59 set of 15 to $5, unmounted o.g.

P223004003 £100.00 

572
SG T12/22 Telegraphs. 1934(?) set of 11 to $5 on 8c, type T2/4 opts or surcharges on 1932 postage issue, matching
lower marginal blocks of 4 with full Waterlow imprint, fine o.g. (two or three in each block unmounted). Rare and
highly desirable in this positional form.

P223003256 £950.00 
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574
SG J5a 1942 (Oct) 3c green, type 1 H/S in black, large
part o.g. Faint gum toning, still fine appearance and
very scarce. The first example we have handled in
more than 20 years. Signed “MDR” (= Milo Rowell).
(cat £300)

P223003631 £225.00 

575
SG J21 1942 (Oct) $1 scarlet and sepia, type 1 H/S in
violet, fresh large part o.g. Slight gum bend does not
detract from fine appearance. (cat £190)

P223003633 £125.00 

576
SG J24 1942 (Oct) $4 blue and scarlet, type 1 H/S in
violet, o.g. Minor gum toning still very fine fresh
appearance. Scarce. Signed “MDR” (= Milo Rowell).
(cat £350)

P223003635 £250.00 

577
SG J25 1942 (Oct) $5 scarlet and red-brown, type 1 H/S
in violet, large part o.g. Slight gum toning still fine
fresh appearance. Scarce. Signed “MDR” (= Milo
Rowell). (cat £350)

P223003636 £225.00 

578
SG J26 1942 (Oct) $10 black and yellow, type 1 H/S in
violet, large part o.g. Slight gum toning still fine fresh
appearance. Scarce. Signed “MDR” (= Milo Rowell).
(cat £350)

P223003638 £225.00 

SARAWAK - JAPANESE OCCUPATION

573
SG J1/14 btwn 1942 (Oct) range of six values to 12c, type 1 H/S in violet, comprising 1c purple, 2c black, 5c violet,
6c lake-brown, 8c carmine, and 12c orange, large part o.g. to o.g. Signed “MDR” (= Milo Rowell). Various degrees
of toning, still a very good group of these much forged stamps. (cat £843)

P223003625 £495.00 
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SEYCHELLES

579
SG Z2 1859 Mauritius 6d blue, imperf with good to large margins (except just touched at upper left), with very fine
complete “B64”. Shallow thinning on reverse, and trivial corner crease, still far above average for this rare usage.
BPA cert (2022). (cat £900)

P223003658 £395.00 

580
SG Z25 1863-72 Mauritius 10d maroon, with fine large part “B64”. Typical centring but well average for this scarce
usage. BPA cert (2022). (cat £325)

P223003654 £225.00 

581
SG Z38 1878 Mauritius 4c on 1d bistre, with superb nearly complete “B64”. Odd shortish perfs mentioned for
accuracy, still choice quality and very scarce thus. BPA cert (2022).

P223003655 £350.00 

582
SG 158/172 1952 set of fifteen to 10r, unmounted o.g.

P223007493 £90.00 
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SIERRA LEONE

583
SG 69 1897 2½d on 2s dull lilac, type 10 surcharge from R5/5 of the setting, large
part o.g. A very fine example of this great rarity, of which just 16 were printed,
twelve of which are recorded by Walton to be in private hands (this example from
sheet II (bottom half, stamp 15-C) in the reconstructions), two housed in
institutional collections, and two others (one of which may have been used) still
not accounted for. Ex Dale Lichtenstein (Harmers NY 14 Mar 1991, lot 327).

P223007486 £20,000.00 

Show
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584
SG 168/80 1933 Wilberforce set of 13 to £1, fresh large part o.g.

P223006959 £1,100.00 

SINGAPORE

585
SG 1/15 1948 perf 14 set of fifteen to $5, unmounted o.g., fresh.

P223007470 £180.00 

586
SG 29 1951 $2 green and scarlet, perf 17½ x 18, unmounted o.g.

P223007472 £100.00 

587
SG 87a 1966-67 50c bird, wmk w12 (sideways), upper marginal IMPERFORATE VERTICAL PAIR, unmounted
o.g. Rare.

P223002549 £650.00 
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589
SG 44d 1931 unhyphenated 2d slate-grey and lilac
horizontal pair, watermark upright, left stamp with Cyl.
34 R9/4 ‘airship’ flaw, large part o.g.

P223007288 £75.00 

590
SG 44e 1938 unhyphenated 2d blue and violet
horizontal pair, unmounted o.g.

P223007298 £350.00 

591
SG 45b 1931 unhyphenated 3d black and red bottom
marginal horizontal pair with ‘arrow’, watermark
upright, right stamp with R20/4 ‘window’ flaw,
unmounted o.g. Centred low but unusual in a
positional pair.

P223007291 £250.00 

592
SG 46bw 1931 unhyphenated 4d brown horizontal pair,
watermark inverted, right stamp with R9/2 ‘spear’ flaw,
large part o.g. Hingeing a little extensive, still fine.

P223007293 £75.00 

588
SG MS127 1969 150th Anniversary of the Founding of Singapore miniature sheet, unmounted o.g.

P223007663 £375.00 

SOUTH AFRICA



593
SG 48c 1932 1/- brown and deep blue horizontal positional pair, watermark upright, R1/5 ‘twisted horn’ flaw.
Hinged on the front of the selvedge only; scarce in this form.

P223007296 £350.00 

594
SG 61/a 1937 hyphenated 6d green and orange Die I, unmounted o.g. positional block of four pairs with R5/10
‘falling ladder’ flaw. Natural line on gum, a scarce positional piece.

P223007309 £400.00 

595
SG 61b 1937 hyphenated 6d green and orange Die I, corner pair with R20/11 ‘molehill’ flaw. Hinged on the
selvedge only.

P223007303 £250.00 

596
SG 64ba 1933-44 hyphenated 5/- in black and green unmounted o.g. horizontal marginal pair, R18/5 broken yoke-
pin and 18/6 strong white line at right

P223007315 £120.00 
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597
SG 64c/ca 1939-44 hyphenated 10/- in blue and sepia and blue and charcoal, unmounted o.g. horizontal pairs

P223007310 £120.00 

598
SG 65/b 1933-44 hyphenated 5/- in black and green and black and blue-green, unmounted o.g. horizontal pairs

P223007312 £100.00 

599
SG 104 1942 small War Effort 1/- corner block of four pairs, unmounted o.g., showing the crude attempt to retouch
the missing background above R1/18-20. The ideal format for this variety

P223007342 £100.00 

600
SG 104a 1942 small War Effort 1/- marginal pair, unmounted o.g., Cyl. 46 R11/20 ‘bursting shell’.

P223007340 £95.00 

601
SG 104b 1942 small War Effort 1/- block of two pairs, unmounted o.g., Cyl. 46 R8/2 ‘smoking L’.

P223007341 £100.00 
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604
SG 117ab 1951 screened 3d blue corner block of four
pairs, R17/2 ‘flying saucer’ flaw. Stamps unmounted
o.g., the selvedge hinged, two horizontal folds, still a
fine multiple

P223007328 £110.00 

605
SG 122a 1949 screened 5/- black and pale blue-green
corner pair, R20/6 ‘rain’ flaw, hinged on the selvedge
only, leaving the stamps unmounted.

P223007317 £120.00 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

606
SG 197a 1886-96 10s green ‘POSTAGE & REVENUE’,
perf 11½ - 12½ (large holes), fresh unmounted o.g. and
very scarce thus. Trivial gum wrinkles, still a fine
example showing significant plate wear

P223006961 £325.00 

602
SG 105/8 1938 Voortrekker Centenary Memorial set of four pairs, unmounted o.g.

P223007371 £110.00 

603
SG 114/22 1947-54 screened ½d - 5/- set of nine horizontal pairs, unmounted o.g.

P223007318 £75.00 



607
Postal Note: 1887 1s to £1 set of seven Postal Orders on laid paper, perforated at left with intact booklet margin,
each opt curved ‘SPECIMEN’ in red. This the first issue set designed by Gwendoline Todd, (using a portrait of
Queen Victoria specifically engraved for the issue), with Security underprint hidden in the yellow background and
‘’S.A. Govt” watermark. A highly attractive group which displays beautifully.

P212020959 £1,250.00 
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SOUTH WEST AFRICA

608
SG 1s/12s 1923 Setting I set of 12 to £1, singles with English type 1 or Afrikaans (1s, 2s, £1) type 2 opt, with
additional vertical “SPECIMEN” opt (type SWA1) for UPU distribution, part o.g. to unmounted o.g. (7 values
including 5s, 10s), odd short perfs as almost always and ½d with hinge thin, still far above average for this rare set,
seldom seen complete. (cat £1700)

P223002445 £1,250.00 

609
SG 35s, 39s, 40as 1923-26 1s, 10s, £1 (pale olive-green and red), set of 3 horizontal pairs, setting VI opt (9½mm
space), handstamped “SPECIMEN” (type SA5) in violet, o.g. Fractionally toned gum as often, still fine fresh
appearance. Scarce. (cat £500)

P223005735 £350.00 

610
SG 126ab 1943-4 small War Effort 2d reddish violet corner block of four, R19/1 apostrophe flaw, unmounted o.g.

P223007405 £85.00 



SOUTHERN RHODESIA

611
SG 57a/b 1940 BSA Company 3d black and blue corner block of eighteen, unmounted o.g., R2/4 ‘smoke signal’ and
6/6 ‘cave’ flaws, a fine piece and the ideal way to display the two varieties

P223007419 £250.00 

612
SG 65b 1946 2d Victory top right corner block of four, R/10 damaged frame, unmounted o.g. Centred left, still a
difficult positional multiple

P223007422 £375.00 
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613
SG 78/91 1953 set of 14 to £1, unmounted o.g.

P223004006 £100.00 

614
SG 21a, 22a 1936 (7 AUG) pair of KGV 4d dark blue “Field Marshall” registered P/S envelopes (H&G 2), used to
Germany, respectively with 1931-37 8d violet & olive-green and 10d blue & scarlet, both PERF 11½, tied by
matching REGISTERED / BULUWAYO cds with blue/white registration labels (consecutive numbers) at upper left.
Opened by German customs and resealed on reverse with three imperf x perf black/white “zollamtlich geoffnet”
labels, tied by Hamburg transit roller cancel with Lokstedt arrival cds (1.9.36). A lovely pair, the 8d very scarce on
cover.

P223008416 £150.00 
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615
SG 19b, 30 1937 (2 NOV) airmail cover from Salisbury to Germany, franked by 1931-37 Field Marshall 4d black and
vermilion, PERF 14, vertical pair, and 1932 3d deep ultramarine “Victoria Falls”, tied by fine despatch cds with blue
airmail etiquette at left. The cover attracted the attention of German customs, and was opened and resealed on
reverse with strip of 4 imperf x perf black/white “zollamtlich geoffnet” labels, tied by Frankfurt roller cancel
(5.11.37). Small tear at foot, still a very neat and appealing usage. The 4d perf 14 extremely scarce on cover.

P223008417 £350.00 

616
SG 23b, 30 1937 (10 Dec) registered airmail cover from Gwelo to Germany, correctly franked at 1s3d (11d postage
+ 4d registration) by 1931-37 1s black and greenish blue, PERF 14, and 1932 3d deep ultramarine “Victoria Falls”,
tied by fine despatch cds, with provisional black/pink perforated registration label and blue airmail etiquette
alongside. The cover (with return address of “PETER FALK, FLORIST AND NURSERYMAN” on flap) attracted
the attention of German customs, and was opened and resealed on reverse with strip of 3 imperf x perf black/white
“zollamtlich geoffnet” labels, tied by Leipzig transit cds (x3) and Markkleeberg arrival cds (21.12.37). The 1s perf 14
a rarity on cover, and an especially interesting and desirable usage.

P223008410 £650.00 
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SUDAN

617
SG 10/11 1898 1m brown and pink and 2m green and brown affixed to piece, handstamped CANCELLED (41 x
7mm), applied by the Bechuanaland postal administration. Rare. BPA Certificate (1985)

P223008296 £150.00 

618
SG 37a/46ba 1927-41 1m to 20p, watermark SG, ordinary paper, the ‘set’ of fourteen from later printings,
unmounted o.g. Not easy to assemble

P223008290 £225.00 

619
SG 52b/57e 1936-7 Air set of eight, perf 11½ x 12½, each overprinted SPECIMEN (Samuel Type SU2) at
Khartoum, with large part original gum. A very rare set, perhaps ten originally produced for presentation
purposes; with BPA Certificate (2011)

P223008304 £650.00 
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620
SG 81/95 1941 Tuti Island set of 15 to 20p, unmounted o.g., a difficult set

P223008291 £325.00 

621
SG O32/42) Officials. 1936-46 set of fifteen, unmounted o.g.

P223008323 £250.00 

622
SG O43/58) Officials. 1948 set of sixteen, unmounted o.g.

P223008324 £130.00 

623
SG O74a Officials. 1951 2p deep blue and pale blue top right corner example with Plate number 1, overprint
inverted, very fine o.g., light hinge trace on the selvedge with the stamp unmounted. Only one sheet existed, thus
this position is unique; BPA Certificate (1997) when in a pair

P223008330 £1,500.00 
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625
SG A9a Army Official. 1906-11 5m scarlet and black
bottom marginal, showing overprint double, o.g. with
the hingeing slightly extensive, otherwise fresh. Being
lower marginal gives a full extra impression of
SERVICE.

P223008345 £350.00 

626
SG A12 Army Official. 1906-11 5p brown and green,
watermark Star & Crescent, type A3 opt, top marginal
block of 4 with plate number ‘2‘ (from R1-2/11-12),
fresh o.g. (stamps unmounted). Minor gum wrinkles
but a very fine and rare block in this form. Total
printing only 1100 (less than ten sheets, each with four
plate numbers).

P223008352 £850.00 

624
SG A6s/10s Army Official. 1906-11 1m - 1p set of five overprinted SPECIMEN Type SU1, unmounted o.g.,
wonderfully fresh and fine

P223008344 £180.00 

627
SG A14s/16s Army Official. 1906-11 watermark Quatrefoil trio, unmounted o.g., overprinted SPECIMEN Type
SU1, very scarce in this condition

P223008351 £160.00 
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TANGANYIKA

628
SG 61 1917-21 “G.E.A.” 20r black and purple/red, fresh
and fine, o.g.

P223006968 £325.00 

TASMANIA

629
SG 14 1855 1d carmine, wmk large star, London
printing, good to large margins, cancelled by large part
‘30’ numeral of Forcett. A very good example of this
scarce stamp, and much above average. (cat £900)

P212019752 £495.00 

630
SG 16 1855 2d green, wmk large star, London printing,
imperforate with mostly good margins, neatly cancelled
by part numeral. A fine and attractive example. (cat
£450)

P212019755 £250.00 

TOGO

631
SG H47/58 1916-20 ½d to 20s, type 8 (London) opt, original set of 12 plus 1s on emerald-green (olive back), 5s on
buff-yellow, and 10s on blue-green (olive back), fresh large part o.g. to o.g. 20s slightly rubbed as often, still a fine
set. (cat £566)

P223007013 £395.00 

TRANSJORDAN

632
SG 230/243 1943-6 set of fourteen to £1, unmounted o.g.

P223007708 £85.00 
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633
SG 2 1900 Transvaal 1d rose-red and green, type SR1
“BESIEGED” handstamp reading upwards, tied to
piece by complete “12 SEP 00” cds. Fine and very
scarce.

P223007626 £350.00 

634
SG 3 1900 Transvaal 2d brown and green, type SR1
“BESIEGED” handstamp reading upwards, tied to
piece by complete “12 SEP 00” cds. Fine and very
scarce.

P223007627 £475.00 

635
SG 4 1900 Transvaal 6d lilac and green, type SR1
“BESIEGED” handstamp reading upwards, tied to
piece by complete “11 SEP 00” cds. Rare.

P223007628 £1,300.00 

636
SG 5 1900 Cape ½d green, type SR1 “BESIEGED”
handstamp reading downwards, tied to piece by
complete “10 SEP 00” cds. Fine and very scarce.

P223007630 £600.00 

637
SG 6 1900 Cape 1d carmine, type SR1 “BESIEGED”
handstamp reading upwards, tied to piece by complete
“10 SEP 00” cds. Fine and very scarce.

P223007631 £600.00 

TRANSVAAL SCHWEIZER

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

638
SG D18s/25s Postage Due. 1923-45 set of eight to 1s, overprinted (1d to 4d) or perforated (type D21) ‘SPECIMEN’,
large part o.g or unmounted o.g.; the 1d, 2d and 3d with correct yellowish gum. Very fine. Scarce, difficult to
assemble as a result of piecemeal distribution over 22 years.

P223001631 £200.00 



TRISTAN DA CUNHA

639
SG 1/12 1952 set of 12 to 10s, unmounted o.g.

P223004007 £140.00 

640
SG 28/41 1960 Marine Life set of 14 in blocks of four, unmounted o.g.

P223005321 £295.00 

TURKS & CAICOS ISLANDS

641
SG 117/26 1909 (7 MAY) undenominated master die proof for KEVII type 38 design, in black on thick surfaced
wove (49 x 55mm) with full die sinking, dated in blue at upper right. A rare and important proof, in very fine
condition.

P212020896 £850.00 
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642
SG 143h 1917 (Oct) “WAR TAX” 1d red, type 40 opt at top, lower right corner block of 12 (6x2), the left vertical
pair error Double opt (both at top), unmounted o.g. Usual lightly toned gum, still fine and very scarce. Ex John
Davis (Grosvenor 6 Oct 2010, lot 885), and illustrated on p.347 of “War Tax Stamps of the British Empire First
World War - The West Indies”.

P223004602 £550.00 

643
SG 187s/190s 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 to 1s, perf ‘SPECIMEN’ (type W8), large part o.g. (3d) or unmounted
(other values). Odd slightly uneven perfs, nonetheless a fine set with fresh colours.

P223001533 £100.00 

644
SG 237/50, 253 1957 set of 15 to £1, unmounted o.g.

P223006035 £120.00 
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VICTORIA

645
SG 262 var 1884-96 “STAMP DUTY” £1 yellow-orange, wmk w33 (sideways), perf 12½, very fine c.t.o. with large
part special MELBOURNE cds, dated “(F)E 5 01”. From a post-Federation printing, prior to the introduction of the
KEVII £1 in November 1901, and very scarce. [N.B. In preparation for Federation, the Stamps Act 1900 was passed
at the end of 1900, which stipulated that after 30 June 1901 stamps inscribed “STAMP DUTY” would no longer be
valid for postage.]

P223006975 £175.00 

646
SG 276a 1884-96 “STAMP DUTY” £2 blue, wmk w33 (sideways), perf 12½, very fine c.t.o. with large part special
MELBOURNE cds, dated “AP 26 01”.

P223006976 £130.00 

647
SG 328 1886-96 £9 apple-green and rosine, fine c.t.o. with central “MELBOURNE” cds, dated “DE 22 00”.

P223006991 £350.00 
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648
SG 3 1854-55 4d pale blue, imperforate with large
margins, fine used.

P223006993 £200.00 

649
SG 40 1861 4d vermilion, wmk 4 (sideways), perf 14
(comb) at Somerset House, fresh part to large part o.g.
Typical centring still fine with lovely colour. Very scarce
in unused condition. (cat £475)

P212015775 £375.00 

650
SG 116 1898-1907 1s olive-green, wmk 18,
IMPERFORATE INTERPANE BLOCK OF 8 from the
De La Rue colour record sheet, brilliant unmounted
o.g. Odd insignificant creases (as almost always), still
highly attractive and unique in this positional form.
[See “The De La Rue Collection”, p.6549.] BW W3PP,
cat A$2400+.

P212015768 £950.00 

651
SG 128 1902-11 £1 orange-brown, neatly cancelled by
parts of KALGOORLIE cds, dated “MY 27 03”.

P223006995 £200.00 

652
SG F13) Postal Fiscal. 1893 3d dull purple, wmk CA
over Crown, fine o.g.

P223006996 £130.00 

653
SG F19) Postal Fiscal. 1897 1d dull purple, wmk W
Crown A, fresh unmounted o.g. and scarce thus. Minor
bend hardly detracts.

P223006999 £50.00 

ZULULAND

654
SG 21 1894-96 1d dull mauve and carmine, variety
Shaved “Z” (R4/3, 6/3), very fine large part o.g.

P223004896 £150.00 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
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